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Local News

Dairy days

Serve's up

Local dairy farm families
saluted during month of June

Local business hosts
fast-serve contest

See special section

. .I

New director
Schultz named to replace
Byers as NCAA's director
See page 8

See page 8
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Authorities drag river for missing girl

News In Brief

Child's mother confesses

Farmers Home Administration
office to close for training

UNION CITY, Tenn. (AP) —
The mother of a missing Union City girl is in custody today after
telling a former sheriff's deputy
she killed the child, authorities
said.
Union City Police Chief David
Rhodes told reporters this morning that Pam Childress Bailey, 22,
had been arrested in the death of
4-year-old Marlena Childress.
Rhodes said the mother had not
been charged as of early morning
but that police were preparing
second-degree murder charges.
Authorities were dragging the
north fork of the Obion River near

The Farmers Home Administration (FtnHA) office located at 104
North 5th Street, Murray, Ky., will be receiving computer training
during the week of June 15 thru 19. The office will be closed to the public
between the hours of 10 a.m. to 12 noon and 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. during
that week. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Reviving computer chip makers
are pleased with Reagan action
NEW YORK (AP) — The nation's reviving semiconductor makers
say they support President Fteagan's decision to remove 17 percent of
the penalty tariffs against Japan that were imposed on their behalf
two months ago.
''We hope this goodwill gesture will lead to a continuing pattern of
compliance by Japan," the Semiconductor Industry Association said
In a statement Monday.
In Venice, Italy, on Monday for a summit conference, Reagan sliced $51 million off the $301.1 million in tariffs he had imposed on
Japanese electronics goods in retaliation for alleged Japanese violation of an accord on semiconductor trade.
Reagan said the Japanese "ought to be rewarded" for partial progress, but it was too soon to eliminate the sanctions.
Japanese officials in Tokyo said they hoped the rest of the sanctions
would be removed promptly, while some Democratic lawmakers in
Washington said it was too soon to ease off on the measures at all.
The United States has accused Japan of selling chips at unfairly
low prices and not opening its home market enough to foreign-made
chips.
Reagan's decision came as the U.S. semiconductor business showed new signs of vigor because of the pricing measures and a general
upturn in demand.
Orders and shipments in May were the highest since 1984, the industry trade group reported Monday.
Industry analysts said the trade agreement on chips, while good for
a few chip makers like Texas Instruments Inc., is beginning to put a
squeeze on big U.S. consumers of semiconductors, such as computer
makers, by raising the prices they pay for the tiny slivers of silicon.
Japanese electronics companies such as Fujitsu Ltd., Toshiba
Corp. and NEC Corp. make thea own memory chips and can now get
them much more cheaply than Americans can, gaining an important
advantage in cost.
"There's been a backlash against the chip agreement" from the
U.S. electronics companies, said Andrew Rappaport, president of
Technology Research Group in Boston.
"The agreement has probably helped the profitability of a couple of
American chip companies. But weigh that against the interests of
electronics manufacturers, and at the very best you have a wash,"
said Michael Boss, an analyst for Dataquest Inc. in San Jose, Calif.
The 100 percent penalty tariffs are being lifted on Japanese-made,
20-inch television sets, but will remain on certain Japanese personal
computers and power tools that represent $249 million in U.S. sales.
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Mayday through friday. et
3:30 p.m. and•p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — I a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday. II a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

Marlene Childress

Official wants
special session
for universities
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP ) — The
state's universities face severe
financial problems that need to be
addressed this year through a
special session, say higher education officials.
"The problem needs to be addressed now and not next year," at
the General Assembly's regular
session, said Terry McBrayer, a
member of the Council on Higher
Education's executive committee.
The committee met Monday in
Lexington and said it wants to
discuss the problem with Gov.
Martha Layne Collins and the
nominees in November's gubernatorial election, Democrat
Wallace Wilkinson and
Republican John Harper
"The economic fallout of the
budget shortfalls is going to do
significant damage to the university system, and we can't wait for
a calendar event of an election to
decide what we do," said Council
Chairman Michael N. Harreld.
McBrayer said Collins should
call a special session before she
leaves office in December to
debate bringing Kentucky's tax
code into compliance with the
federal code — something Wilkin(Cont'd on page 2)

Hall tells of shredding North's documents
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
White House secretary Fawn Hall,
her mood growing somber,
described to congressional investigators how she shredded
pounds of key documents in the
Iran-Contra affair, altered other
papers and smuggled still others
to her boss, Lt. Col. Oliver L.
North.
"I felt a little bit of uneasiness
when he was asking me to do
this," Miss Hall testified Monday
at the hearings on Capitol Hill,
speaking of North's order that she

—Today's Index

Subscribers who have riot
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5 30 p m Mondoy
Friday or by 3:30 p m. Soturdoy
ore urged to cull 753-1916 be'
ween 5:30 p.m. nod 6

(Ontit'd on page 2)

Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle was honored Monday for 20 years of service with the city fire department. Mayor Holmes Ellis presented the chief with a certificate of appreciation at a surprise reception held in
the Council Chambers at City Hall. The chief was also surprised with a cake decorated with a red fire engine.
Hornbuckie began his service with the city on June 1,1987.
Staff pboto by Donna Newcomb

NICOSIA, Cyprus — Like modern-day pirates, Iran's Revolutionary Guards are using speedboats to attack merchant ships in the
Persian Gulf with rockets, machine guns and mines. The raids have
increased as the Iranian government appears to have reduced air
and naval attacks against ships in the gulf.
WARSAW, Poland — Pope John Paul II paid tribute to a slain
priest who is a symbol of hope for the outlawed Solidarity movement,
but Poland's Communist leader vowed there will be no return to the
upheaval sparked by the union.
WASHINGTON — Within a few years, any American with a computer may be able to file a tax return from home, getting a refund
three weeks sooner or paying any balance due with a credit card.
WASHINGTON — Further court battles are expected over the
Reagan administration's handling of Social Security disability
benefits in the wake of a Supreme Court ruling upholding a procedure
that could disqualify hundreds of thousands of recipients yearly.
CHICAGO — The University of Illinois-Chicago gives 26 students
their final exams by having the students do two- to three-minute
stand-up comedy routines, and the Humor and Communication
students are graded on audience response.

MISS
YOU. PAMIR?

David Morris, a deputy with the
Obion County Sheriff's Department, said today that Ms. Bailey
told investigators Monday she hit
Marlena on April 16 while in the
family's home and then disposed
of the body in the Obion River.
Morris said Ms. Bailey told her
story to Stan Cavness, a former
Dyer County juvenile officer who
was a volunteer with the Help Find
Marlena Childress Committee.
Cavness then took the information to the authorities, Morris said.
Marlena had been the subject of

Chief honored 101. service
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the Obion County-Weakley County
line in search of the girl's body.
The search is being concentrated
near the Campground Community
in Weakley County and extends
west into Obion County,
authorities said.
Marlena has been missing since
April 16, when her mother
reported that the girl apparently
had been abducted from the front
yard of her home. Police, state Investigators, the FBI and
authorities in Kentucky and
several other states joined hundreds of volunteers to search for
her.

retype four memos to obscure
references to his activities on
behalf of Nicaragua's Contra
rebels. "I felt there must have
been a good reason. . I did as I
was told."
Miss Hall, a 27-year-old parttime model with cascading blond
hair, kept the Iran-Contra committees spellbound during 24
hours of testimony. Seated with
her attorney Plato Cacheris, her
voice appeared to shake nervously
as her testimony reached its most
sensitive subjects

She said she remembered only
one occasion when North spoke of
meeting with President Reagan at
the White House. But she said he
met regularly with former CIA
Director William J. Casey and
called the director "Bill."
Members of the House and
Senate investigating panels said
the testimony clearly showed a
conspiracy at the White House to
obstruct justice, involving at least
North and Miss Hall and possibly a
Washington attorney, Thomas C.
Green.

Miss Hall worked for North at
the National Security Council for
nearly four years while he was
coordinating an Iranian arms-for-hostages deal and helping funnel
weapons to the Contras during a
congressional ban on lethal aid.
She testified that North asked
her on Nov. 21 of last year to alter
the originals of four documents
identifiedtiy the administration as
problems, because they revealed
too much about the government's
role in aiding the Contras. At the
((ont'd on pare 2)

New speed limit being strictly enforced
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
new signs along most interstate
highways in Kentucky said "Speed
Limit 65."
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Greg Muravchick was there to
make sure that motorists took the
message literally.
"Most people know when
they're speeding," Muravchick
said "Most people ask, 'How
much leeway do I have"
His answer is clear.
"If you travel over 65, you're going to get stopped."
Muravchick and his fellow
troopers were prowling the interstates on Monday to get that
message across on the first day of
the higher speed limits in

Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy with a
20 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Low 60 to 65.
Northeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
with a 30 percent chance of
thunderstorms. High in the
lower to mid 80e. East wind 5 tO
10 mph.

LAKE LEVE1.8
3110.9
Kentucky Lake
100.0
Barkley Lake

Kentucky.
"If you let it get out of hand right
off the bat, people will think you're
easy, you can speed through Kentucky," Muravchick said. "We're
not going to let that happen."
He wrote several warning
tickets to motorists in the gray
area between 65 and 70. For those
who exceeded that threshold, at 71
mph for example, a citation was
issued that carries a fine of $16 and
court costs of $42.50
Compliance with the new limit
was mixed during a three-hour
period along Interstate 64 in
Franklin County Monday
morning
While some drivers were still
tooling along near the old limit of

55 mph, they were getting dust
blown in their grills by others exceeding the new one.
Robby Robinson, a truck driver
from Lexington who is a regular
along the route, was one of those
who stepped slightly over the line,
getting clocked at 67 mph. He, like
most of the others that were stopped, did not protest.
"My speedometer was sitting on
65, so I probably was speding),"(
Robinson said.
He received a warning ticket
and an admonition from Murav.
chick that the new limit would be
strictly enforced.
Robinson was pleased with the
change "I think it's fantastic on
the Interstate." he said "I think 85

is a pleasant speed and it's going
to cause less accidents."
Muravchick is not so sure about
that but he is convinced that accidents at the higher speed will be
worse.
"At 10 or 15 miles an hour above
the limit, you're going to be picking them up off the ground, scraping them off," he said.
Muravchick, like his orgiunz,ation. is also a firm believer in seat
belts and thinks they should be
made mandatory.
Another problem Muravchick
sees is that under current law, a
citation for driving 80 mph will not
involve any "points" on a driver's
license
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Leaders expected to endorse disarmament;
water mine defused in lagoon near summit
VENICE, Italy I AP ) — The
serenity of the Western summit
was disrupted today with
discovery of a water mine in a
nearby Venetian lagoon as leaders
of the seven industrial
democracies held a second day of
talks which revolved around arms
control and the Persian Gulf.
Security forces defused the
mine, and security was heightened
for leaders of the seven industrialized democracies, as
bomb blasts shattered windows in
the U.S. Embassy in Rome some
340 miles away Initial reports
said no injuries were reported
from the explosions, which U.S. officials said were caused by car
bombs and two grenades. Rome is
340 miles from Venice.
President Reagan was asked today whether he will be able to persuade the other summit leaders to
reach a common position for
assuring continued oil shipments
through the Persian Gulf.
-I'm taking it for granted
they're convinced already,"
Reagan said. Asked by reporters
whether Europeans regarded the
U S. approach as too belligerent,
Reagan said: "I think we'll get
that settled."
British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, meeting
Reagan for breakfast, was asked
whether she was concerned about
the U S stand on the Gulf. "I don't

answer questions over breakfast,"
she said.
-I'm going to remember that
answer," Reagan told her
Meeting nearly until midnight
local time on Monday, the leaders
held talks dominated by arms control at a 34-hour working dinner
at the Prefettura, a 16th century
palazzo on the Grand Canal.
As the banquet ended, they
directed their top aides to work
through the night on a statement
of unity on East-West issues,
especially arms control It would
be issued at the close of the summit Wednesday, apart from the
usual communique, according to
Canadian and Italian officials
"Canada believes there should
be a quick but careful move
toward an INF (Intermediate.
range nuclear forces ) accord,"
said a Canadian official who
demanded anonymity.
Today marked the midpoint of
the summit of leaders of the
United States, Britain, France,
Germany, Italy, Canada and
Japan.
Although he is thousands of
miles from home, Reagan did not
get a complete respite from the
Iran-Contra affair White House
aides joined crowds around television sets to watch live broadcasts
of the congressional hearings
featuring onetime White House
secretary Fawn Hall
The president receives a daily.

written summary of the
proceedings
At the summit's opening dinner.
Reagan led the arms discussion,
outlining U.S. positions in negotiations with the Soviets. Prime
among them is a proposal to
remove hundreds of medium and
shorter-range nuclear-tipped
rockets from Europe and Asia.
Athes are expected to sign on to
the agreement here, and give it a
formal blessing later in the week
at a NATO foreign ministers'
meeting in Reykjavik, Iceland.
The Persian Gulf — billed by
U.S officials as a major topic for
the dinner — was not discussed
"They simply ran out of time,"
said a U.S. official who asked not
to be identified.
However, Frank Carlucci,
Reagan's national security adviser, said, "We certainly can expect some support for the principle of freedom of navigation in the
Persian Gulf."
He said the most important
thing the allies could do was to
press for a U.N. Security Council
resolution that would impose an
arms embargo against Iran if it
continued to refuse to take part in
peace talks. It appeared certain
the United States would not ask
allies for military assistance.
Asked if allies were worried by
U.S. warnings to Iran, Reagan told
reporters, "I don't think anybody
is worried."

Rep. Hubbard to speak at Pennyrile meeting
HOPKINSVILLF — U S. Rep
Carroll Hubbard will be the principal speaker at the June 15 annual
meeting of the Penny-rile Area
development district
The dinner meeting is scheduled
to begin with a social hour at 6.00

p.m. at the Christian County
Fairgrounds and Convention
Center here. Dinner will be served
at 6:3e p.m., and Congressman
Hubbard will speak at 7:00 o'clock.
Rep. Hubbard is expected to
brief PADD board members, city
and county officials and their

State announces road resurfacing
FRANKFORT, Ky — The state
Transportation Cabinet has awarded a contract to resurface 6.2 miles
of various roads in Marshall
County.
Jim Smith Contracting Company
of Grand Rivers received a $169,1131
contract to resurface the following:
—3.6 miles of Kentucky 782

Gregg Schoolhouse Road from
Kentucky 795 to U.S. 68.
—2.6 miles of Kentucky 1949,
Wadesboro Road from 1,584 feet
north of Kentucky 408 extending to
the Marshall Graves County line
The projects are part of the
state's ongoing effort to improve
Kentucky's roadways

guests from the nine county district
on the changing role of federal,
state and local governments and
the effects of that change on communities in the district
He will also address major
legislative issues before the 100th
congress of interest to the group of
250 to 300 people
Counties in the Pennyrile district
are Christian, Crittenden, Livingston, Lyon, Trigg, Caldwell,
Todd, Muhlenberg and Hopkins
Other highlights of the meeting
will include presentation of an annual award recognizing the
honoree for outstanding services to
the district, and an annual report
to be submitted by PADD Executive Director John Adams.

FAMOUS Meadowaafts
OUTDOOR FURNITURE
ON SALE NOW AT FALL CALEARANCE PRICES
SAVE 25% TO 35% AND ENJOY YOUR
FURNITURE NOW AT FALL CLEARANCE PRICES

Meadowcraff
3 Piece Set
Table and 4 Chairs
Reg '280
Sale

$179.95
HOOSE FROM 4 COLORS

Mother...
Owed frosa pages)
a massive search
Family members posted a
$10,000 reward, truckers helped
distribute flyers printed with the
child's picture, one trucking company put the child's face on the
back of its tractor-trailer rig, and
"Find Marlene Centers" were

opened throughout the western
part of the state
Printing firms in Mayfield, Ky.,
— where the child's grandfather
jaaWade Strickland lives — as well
In Paducah, Ky., and parts of
Tennessee have donated supplies
for the posters and flyers.
Several thousand helium
balloons with the child's picture
attached were released in western

Tennessee and Kentucky.
A Paducah movie house helped
by showing Marlena's photograph
on the movie screen.
ADVO-Systems Inc. of Hartford,
Conn., which distributes missing
children pictures around the coun
try, was featuring Marlene in its
recent mailings that include
advertisements sent to 50 million
homes across the country.

Removing Soviet bugs will cost millions
MOSCOW (AP) — Before occupying the new U.S Embassy, the
United States must spend tens of
millions of dollars to remove
sophisticated listening devices
planted by the Soviets, according
to former CIA director James
Schlesinger.
Schlesinger, appointed by President Reagan to examine the embassy being built in Moscow, said
Monday the extent of Soviet bugging in the building is greater than
originally thought
At least 24 years will be needed
to deactivate the bugs, "dependent on cooperation from the
Soviet side," Schlesinger said. If
there is no cooperation "it could

be many, many years in the
future. ... It may even be decades"
before the United States moves into a new building, he said.
"We are going to have a major
overhaul of the secure areas of
this building," he said. "We
should recognize a fundamental
change of this sort will not be inexpensive. It will be many tens of
millions of dollars."
The new compound has been
under construction for eight years
on a gentle rise behind the current
embassy. It is far behind schedule
and far above original cost
estimates.
Schlesinger told reporters he got
a "sympathetic hearing" from

Squad answers Monday calls
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded to three
fires Monday evening. At 5:30
p.m. fire fighters were called to a
field fire at Kentucky 1346 to
Brooks Chapel Road in Dexter, according to the report.
Four acres, owned by Brenda
Jones of Dexter, burned in the incident. Probable cause of the fire
was burning trash, according to a
spokesman for the squad. Two
units and eight men were at the
scene for an hour, the report
indicated.
Fire fighters were called to
another field fire at 7 p.m. on Kentucky al east to 732 at the nine-

mile marker. The spokesman said
three units and 13 men were at the
scene for one-and-a-half hours.
Two acres burned.
At 7:15 p.m., squad personnel
were called to a vehicle tire near
Mt. Cannel Church on Kentucky
121 south. The 1977 Ford van,
driven by Eva Little of Carleton,
Mich., was a totally burned by the
fire that started in the engine
area, the spokesman said.
Two units and 10 men were on
the scene for nearly two hours.
During May, the squad responded to four house fires, three field
fires, and three car fires.

Social Security representative to be here
A representative from the
Mayfield Social Security office will
be in the Murray Courthouse Annex
on Tuesday, 10:00 a.m. until 12:00
noon.
A person should contact Social
Security:
'Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security
number is required to get proper
Social Security credit for earnings.
Employers are required to examine a person's Social Security
card. Be sure to apply for a number
at least 2 weeks before it will be
needed.

'After a death in the family to see
If survivor benefits can be paid.
'When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disabWty
benefits can be paid.
'At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare 2 or 3 months before 65
even if there are no plans for
retirement.
'Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the
representative's visit to the courthouse may telephone the Mayfield
Social Security office at 247-8096.

Official...

hurt the universities, said Gary S.
Cox, executive director of the
council.
While Wilkinson campaigned on
starting a lottery to avoid tax increases, a lottery could not be in
place in time to save higher education from the '87 and '88 cuts, Harreld said.
And while he said a lottery could
provide extra money, he said he is
not sure it will be "a substitute for
all the revenue we need."
There have been varied
estimates on how much a Kentucky lottery would reap, with
Wilkinson predicting $70 million a
year and others forecasting far
less.
Even with a change in the tax
code, Kentucky universities may
have to raise tuition to get more
money, Harreld said. McBrayer
raised the possibility of selling
agricultural land held by the
regional campuses.

((ont'd from page I)
son opposes. Such a change would
bring the state an estimated $138
million each year.
McBrayer said he thinks the taxcode change is the only feasible
way to raise the money needed to
save higher education from cuts
expected during the remainder of
fiscal 1287 and in fiscal 1988.
The state predicts a $32 million
shortage in tax receipts before this
fiscal year ends June 30 and a $130
million shortage next fiscal year.
Higher education suffered a $12
million cut earlier this, although it
would only be nicked in the next
reductions because the money
could be made up through interestrate savings.
However, a $16 million reduction is expected in higher education's 1988 budget, and that would

Read the want ads daily

senior Soviet officials during his
10-day visit to inspect the new em
busy, parts of which were
prefabricated by Soviet workers

Hall.••
(Ont'd from page 1)
time, Attorney General Edwin
Meese III was beginning an inquiry into the affair that would
lead to North's office and his
firing.
"It was a policy of mine not to
ask questions, and just to follow instructions," Miss Hall testified. "I
believed in Colonel North and
what he was doing. I had no right
to question him."

Statlers, Travis
big music winners
NASHVJI
Tenn. (API —
Catfish-cook-turned-singer Randy
Travis captured four awards, and
the Statler Brothers won three, including entertainer of the year, at
the fan-voted Music City News
country awards show.
Travis, a million-selling singer
after less than two years as a
recording artist, was honored as
male vocalist of the year during
Monday night's syndicated television awards program.
Travis, 27, also won album of
year for "Storms of Life," was
named the "Star of Tomorrow"
and his "On the Other Hand" was
chosen single record of the year.
"I still am overwhelmed that in
just over a year all these things
have happened," he said afterward at the Grand Ole Opry
House.
The Statlers, a veteran quartet
discovered in 1963 by country king
Johnny Cash, shared the spotlight
at the awards show they have
dominated for a decade.
Their other awards were for
group of the year and country
music television special of the
year for "The Statlers Christmas
Present."
Their honor as best entertainer
was their third straight. They
have been voted No. 1 vocal group
every year since 1972, except 1983,
when Alabama won the honor.
The Statlers now have won 36 of
these awards, which were first
presented in 1967. Their big hit
during the past year was "Count
on Me."
Travis, a catfish cook until lit
years ago, sold 1 million copies of
his "Storms of Life." His single,
"Forever and Ever, Amen," is
currently No. 1 on the country'
music charts.
Reba McEntire was named top
female vocalist for the third
straight year and her "Whoever's
in New England" was voted top
country music video.
George Jones, a 30-year
veteran, was chosen for the "Living Legend" award.
Other winners were the Judds,
duet of the year; Ray Stevens,
comedian of the year; the "Hee
Haw" Gospel Quartet, gospel act
of the year; and "Nashville Now,"
top country music television
series.
Cash, Marie Osmond and Hank
Williams Jr. were hosts for the
show
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Garrott's Galley

Special Session
is needed now
We are stW hoping that Governor Martha Layne Collins will call a
special session of the Kentucky Legislature. The Workmans' Compen•
sation system reform must be dealt with now. The Democratic governor primary winner, Wallace Wilkinson, has jumped right into the
"frying pan" with his announcement of opposition to revision of the
state tax laws to conform to the new federal laws.
Education cuts cause much concern. O.K. Let the new governor
deal with this later, and he will have to if he is elected governor, but
we must get to the problem of the Workmans' Compensation now.
This is urgent because the mountainous $1.8 billion of unfunded
liabilities in the worker's comp Special Fund is growing at a rate of $2
million a week. That means that by the time Mr. Wilkinson takes office in December liability will have grown by something like $50
million. That's enough to take a large chunk out of the expected proceeds of Mr. Wilkinson's lottery, even if it could be put in place immediately instead of two years hence, as news reports tell us.
The special task force set up by Gov. Martha Layne Collins to propose a solution to the workers' comp problem made the first part of
an expected two-part report last month. The second is expected soon.
Governor Collins is right to not call a session if talk and argue is all
the legislature is going to do. But the problem grows and it won't go
away. Let's have a unified session and start reform now on
workmans' compensation. While in Frankfort the legislature might
well look at the horrible cuts in -education from the revenue shortfall
too.

Letters To The Editor
Libraries since its inception in 1971,
To The People of Murray
and;
and Calloway County:
WHEREAS, Max Hurt played
Max Hurt was known and will be
many important roles in assisting
greatly missed by more people
than any of us alone could guess. library development throughout
His leadership in your area was Kentucky as a Council member,
matched by what he gave the state and;
WHEREAS, Advisory Council
In many ways. I've included a
resolution passed by the State Ad- members consistently looked to
Max Hurt for council guidance in
visory Council on Libraries when
he left this important body. Max their deliberation, and;
WHEREAS, Max Hurt has conwas appointed by several Governors in his sixteen years on the sistently supported local library
Council and his advice was always development in his area;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT
earnestly sought and willingly
RESOLVED that the State Adgiven.
I will remember Max not only by visory Council on Libraries, at its
his basic and progressive vision of April 16, 1987 meeting in Frankfort.
what he wanted for all of us, but I Kentucky, respectfully expresses
will also treasure the warmth and Its gratitude to Max Hurt for his
sincerity of his personal support. membership, leadership and inHe touched us all in a very special spiration over the many years he
way and his contributions to this served on this Council.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
state will continue his influence for
generations to come. Max was and that the State Advisory Council on
will continue to be one of those quiet Libraries extend to Max Hurt,
giants we all seek and need. I'll honorary life membership on the
council, and direct the Kentucky
miss him, too.
Department for Libraries and ArSincerely,
chives to include Max Hurt in all
James A. Nelson
future communications it has with
State Librarian &
Council members.
Commissioner
Presented this day, April 16, 1987,
Department for Libraries
on the occasion of the spring
& Archives
meeting of the State Advisory
Frankfort, KY 40602
Council on Libraries.
A Resolution In Appreciation
C. Vernon Cooper
Of
Chairman,
Max Hurt
State Advisory Council
WHEREAS, Max Hurt has servon Libraries,
ed faithfully and diligently on the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
State Advisory Council on
Dear Editor:
Allow me this opportunity to congratulate Superintendent Brock on
his victory in the Democratic
Primary for the Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction. More importantly, I thank the
more than 100,000 Kentuckians who
joined me in an effort to bring the
Issues of education reform to the
forefront during the past political
campaign season.
While my personal goals fell
short on May 26th, the goals of
education reform remain. As
Chairman of the House Committee
on Education,I can assure the people of Kentucky that I will be
forever vigilant to ensure that the
educational advances of 1985 will
continue.
I shall continue our quest on
behalf of an academic bankruptcy
program. Our goal is to see
students in the least affluent school
districts afforded the same programs enjoyed by students in the
more affluent school systems.

I shall continue to insist on class
size reduction. Only when class size
is manageable, can teachers
manage to give Kentucky's
students the best instruction
possible.
I shall continue the drive to identify at-risk youth in our schools.
The time to locate those children
with learning problems is in the
early years — not later when they
become dropout statistics.
The hope for a better Kentucky
transcends any personal political
goal. Therefore, let us join hands to
bridge the gap between the educational deficiencies of yesterday and
the educational needs of tomorrow.
With an education program bold
enough to question the past and
pragmatic enough to challenge the
future, our legacy to the next
generation of Kentuckians shall
surely be complete.
Sincerely,
Representative Roger Noe
88th Legislative District
(606)573-6236 or (502)875-7063
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By M.C. Garrott

Harlan Hodges is remembered at MSU
as a great teacher as well as coach
Named just recently to Illinois'
High School Athletic Hall of Fame,
Coach Harlan Hodges was Murray
State's basketball coach for six
seasons — from 1948-49 through the
1953-54 season. His teams won 109
games and lost 63. His 1960-51 team
won 21 games and lost only six,
while the 1961-52 team won 24 and
lost 10.
The 1950-51 team won the Ohio
Valley Conference championship
while playing the University of
Louisville,
Marshall
and
Evansville as well as all the Kentucky and Tennessee OVC teams.
The Thoroughbreds already had
won the regular season OVC championship when they defeated
Western Kentucky in the afternoon
and Eastern Kentucky that night in
the old Armory in downtown
Louisville to win the tournament
championship as well.
The Hilltoppers had been expected to easily beat the
Thoroughbreds, as the Murray
team was known then, and Eastern
had a strong contending team as
well.
"Coach Hodges did one of the
finest jobs of coaching that day I've
ever seen," one of his friends said.
"That was the year," the coach
smiled, "that we had five Kentucky
teams ranked in the top 20 in the
country — Kentucky, Louisville,
Western, Eastern and Murray."
The Thoroughbreds ranked 16th
at the end of that season in the
Associated Press's Top 20 rankings. It still stands as the only time
that a Murray team has ever ranked among the top 20 in the nation.
•••
His starters that year were the
late Garrett Beshear, Bennie
Purcell, Madison Stanford, Gene
Garrett and Don Stephenson.
Beshear was the center, Stanford
and Garrett at the forwards and
Purcell and Stephenson were the
guards, and regarded as two of the
finest guards in the country.
Charlie Lampley from Marshall
County was a back-up guard, and
Melvin Deweese from over in
Graves County played behind
Beshear at center as the team also
finished second in the NAIA tournament at Kansas City that year.

(Editor's Note: This is the third
and final column In a three part
series.)
Purcell and Beshear were named All-Americans that season of
1951-52 as well as All-OVC for the
second year in a row. Purcell also
was named the Most Valuable
Player in the 1951-52 NAIA
tournament.
Purcell, now Murray State's
highly successful tennis coach, still
holds the record for the most
games played during his career
with 116 from 1948 through the 1952
season. For a long time, he held the
record for the most points scored in
a season — 600. This record is now
held by Claude Virden of the 1968-69
team with 657.
Another member of that 1951-52
championship team was Joe Mikez,
who coached for a long time at Fancy Farm and Farmington in
Graves County. Although no longer
in coaching, he still teaches at Fancy Farm. Deweese is now a physician in Memphis.
Howie Crittenden, now principal
of Henderson County High School,
played for Coach Hodges during the
1952-53 and 1953-54 seasons. He still
holds Murray State's individual
career scoring record with 2,019
points. Coach Hodges recruited
him out of Cuba High School in
Graves County.
Another of his players was
Barney Thweatt, now principal at
Christian County High School and
a member of Brewers' Kentucky
high school champions of 1947.
Brewers, in Marshall County, no
longer is a high school.
•••
As a Murray State coach, Coach
Hodges is fondly remembered for
his scholarly and business-like appearance on the playing floor.
He always coached and directed
his teams in practice while wearing a suit and tie. Seldom was he
ever seen on the basketball court
wearing a warmup suit and a pair
of sneakers.
Except when he would "get
after" the officials, he never seemed to get excited, his friends recall,
noting that he was never heard to
raise his voice or verbally attack

his players. "But it was a different
matter with the officials," Purcell
recalled. "He could really get after
them,"
i.e
Coach Hodges never ceased trying to improve his coaching
abilities and increasing his
knowledge of the finer points of the
game. He attended coaching clinics
and schools all over the country,
several every summer.
He loves basketball and has watched its popularity grow from
"barely nothing" to the widely.
played, exciting game it is today —
virtually a year-round sport among
the professionals today.
The first game he ever saw was
played outside on a dirt court, and
he refereed many games without
accepting any pay for his services.
Dr. Harry Sparks president
emeritus of Murray State, came to
the campus as a teacher the same
year Coach Hodges came to coach,
1947. The next year, he became
chairman of the Department of
Education.
"Harlan was a great teacher as
well as a great coach," he says.
"He taught a full class load right
along with the rest of the teachers
each of the years he coached at
Murray State, and this is unheard
of today.
"He was a very popular teacher,
and his players liked to be in his
classes. He helped many of them go
on into successful coaching
careers, and to this day he knows
where most of them are, what they
are doing and how they are getting
along."
•••
In 1954, Coach Hodges went to the
University of Idaho at Moscow as
the head basketball coach. This
was in the very prestigious Pacific
Coast Conference.
One of his strongest recommendations for the job came from
Western Kentucky Coach Ed Diddle, one of his dearest friends off
the basketball court but one of his
most bitter rivals whenever their
team met. A former Western Kentucky faculty member was president of the University of Idaho at
the time.

Coach Hodges was at Idaho for
five years, and his teams always
were among the top contenders for
the PCC championship. One year,
he recalls, his team beat every
team in the conference at least
once
—
UCLA, Oregon,
Washington, Washington State,
USC, Oregon State and Stanford,
"That was the year Kentucky
won the NCA championship with
the "Fabulous Five," he chuckled
After five years at Idaho, Coach
Hodges and Helen returned to their
beloved and native Southern Illinois, this time as principal of the
high school at Anna. His coaching
days were over.
They were there for five years
when in 1967, Preston Ordway and
Dr. Don Hunter, then dean of the
School of Education at Murray
State, convinced them that he
should return to Murray State to
work with and supervise student
teachers.
He did this until his retirement in
1972, and he looks back on the
assignment as "the best job I ever
had."
"Having had a part in shaping
those young careers and then v..at
thing them go on to meaningful and
responsible positions in education
has been most satisfying,- he said
•••
Dr. Sparks was president of th,
university when Coach Hodges
returned to the campus in 196 tr
work with student teachers 1,N.li,r;
were getting practical experier by teaching in classroom. •
schools across the area,
"He had a way with then.
he had with his player:
Sparks said. 'They liked
the teachers in the scb.,
him.
"He could observe thr::-,
teachers, then sit down
and offer constructive
and guidance in such a
they not only were receptive L,
but welcomed it,"
Today, Coach Hodges and ii• live quietly and year-round in • .
Kentucky Lake home other
when they are at their farm at
Burnside or at Salem visiting v,
Nancy and her family

Thoughts
in Season
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By Ken Wolf
This thought on 'white4 oil
crime" comes from Robert Barkei.
the provost of Cornell University
Barker quoted Will Rogers. v,
said a simple man niay steal fror
a freight car but.give him a colle..T
education now it would be at lerci••
an M.Ai and he will steal the whrd,
railroad.
WRITE .4 LETTER - letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be sign•
ed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. Tho
phone number will not he
published.
Letters hould be typewritten and
double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
Interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannnot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit.
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger A,
Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ks.
42071.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Bill Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Bailey, Darren Charles Harrison, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Harrison, and Laura Marie Jarrett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Jarrett, all of Calloway
County, were winners for their
projects at Kentucky 4-H Club
meeting.
The mobile home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Wisehart on Spring
Creek Church Road was destroyed
by fire the night of June 7.
Dr. James A. Fisher Sr., is the
new minister of First United
Methodist Church, Murray. The
Rev. Robert Farina is associate
minister.
New officers of Calloway County
High School Chapter of Clean
Teens are Rhonda Young, Connie
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Bogard, Laura Fones and Regina
Cunningham. They were installed
at a banquet at Perkins Pancake
House.
Ken-Tenn Racking Horse
Association will present its annual
Kentucky State Racking Horse
Championship on June 11 at West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Twenty years ago
Al Blum, Murray, president
emeritus of League of Kentucky
Sportsmen, has received Wildlife
Conservationist Award from
League of Kentucky Sportsmen
and Sears-Roebuck Foundation.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77
camped last weekend at Columbus
Belmont State Park.0.B. Boone is
scoutmaster old Jan Buxton is
assistant scoutmaster.
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Cathy Harris of Calloway County High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America has been
elected song leader for Kentucky
FHA at meeting held in Louisville.
Ann Kay Sanders, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Sanders of Murray, has been appointed a summer
missionary by Home Mission
Board of Southern Baptist Convention. She has been assigned to Central New York.
Murray American Legion
Baseball Team won two games
over Hopkinsvile. Stan Key and
Mickey Holland were Murray
pitchers.
lIdrty yearsago
Mrs. Gracie Lee Workman
Mather, 35, of Murray and Mahlon
Ethridge, 35, of Puryear, Tenn.,
were killed in a one-car accident

.eri.

on Highway 440 south of Wickliff•
this morning.
Dr. Elmore Ryle, director of
Division of Probation and Parole,
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced by
James M. Lassiter.
ReCent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to ML:
and Mrs. Robert Spiceland, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Pritchett,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Miller, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Wesley Kemper.
Miss Alta Fay Andrus, daughter
of Mrs. Lectra Andrus, and
Donald C. Simmons, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Howard Simmons,
were married June 2 at First Baptist Church, Murray.
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MURRAY TODAY
Calloway High releases honor rolls
k

Calloway County High School
has released the honor roll for the
fourth nine weeks and second
semester as follows:
Fourth due weeks
FRESIBIEN
All As
Scott Buchanan, Mike Hopkins,
John Rose, Lori Roberts, David
Potts, Jason Spiceland, Katherine
Wilson and Loren Wisehart.
All Assad Bs
Mark Barber, Annette Borgarding, Joseph Baust, Scott Adams,
Tonya Davis, Tammy Edmoriaon,
Lin Culver, Tern Dick, Anita
Gray,
Amy Fulton, Brad Gallimore,
Brian Eells, Scottie Gray, Amy
Haskins, Amy Helm, Penny
Green, Misty Groff. Angela
Haywood.
Regina Kimbrv, Roger Hutson,
Ken Miller, Robert Orr, Angie
Miller, Robyn Meador, Michael
Ross, Ray Roberts, Julie Pittman,
Michael Ruccio, Johnny
Phillips, Michael Rosa, Travis
Torsak, Michelle Stubblefield,
Julie Tucker, Michael Woods,
Traci Walker and Michael Wilson.
SOPHOMORES
All As
Shane Black, P.J. Chadwick,
Karen Dale, Victoria Harris,
Angela Herndon, Kimberly
Lough, Rhoda Jones, Larua Jones,
Kathy Musser, Charles Palmer.
Sherri Rule and Wendy Peiper.
All As and Bs
Amy Brown, Scott Bazzell,
Stefani Barnett, Melody Buhler,
Kelley Geurin, Salem Donelson,
Donald Dick, Kenneth Grace,
Stephen Lovett, Richie LOVIRS,
Patrick Orr, Lisa Nanney,
Patrick Robinson, Crystal
Russell, Ashley Poyner. Scotty
Rice, Chantal Walker, Renee

Thweatt, Mitzi Scott, Jimmy
Thorn, Sharon Tacker, Heather
Williams, Heather Walston.
JUNIOBB
AB As
Cathy Carmode, Anisha
Frizzell, Joanna Gibbs, Roger
Herndon, Shay Mitchell and
Amanda Sims.
All Assad Bs
Lori Adams, Tracy Banks,
Allana Bearsby, Connie Birdsong,
Angie Bray, Trevor Coleman,
Raybo Dunn, John Eells, Tammy
Hodges. Tracy Henry, Jennifer
Geurin,
Richard Hill, Lori Jones, Corey
Lambert, Adella Long, Christy
Raspberry, Susan Prescott, Chad
Stubblefield, Bethany Thompson,
Stephanie Wilson, Darryl Watson
and Robert Winchester.
SENIORS
All As
Kerte Atkins, Rhonda Barrett,
Timmy Black, Kelli Burkeen,
Jeanne' Carroll, David Brown,
Angela Boyle, Richard Campbell,
Tina Chandler, Alesia Covey, Buffy Greer, Marcia Grimes,
Stephanie Hays, Stephanie
Lucas, Liz Marquardt, Natalie
McDougal, Angela McClard, Jody
Lassiter, Wendy Parker, Kim
Rose, Monica Satterwhite, Kevin
Young and Stacy Taylor.
All As sad Bs
Billy Adams, Carol Bailey,
Christy Anderson, Andy Adams,
Shalisha Bandarra, Gwen Bailey,
Bonnie 13alentine, 1.1ura Bearsby,
Kathy Buchanan, Michael
Burnett,
Dan Blother, Roy Calhoon, Jody
Burkeen, Carol Cunningham
Brown, Jeff Clendenen, Suzanne
Coleman, Kim Dugger, Tonia
Erkman, Angela Hendrick, Greg
Futrell,
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EDDIE MURPHY
ERNEST GOES
TO CAMP

We are pleased to
announce that Tracy
Beach, bride-elect of
Terry Butler, has
selected her china,
crystal, flatware and
accessories from our
complete
bridal
registry.
Tracy and Terry
will be married July
25,1157.
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Porter and Moody wedding planned

Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Porter
Penny INtreil, Sherry Glum,
Joycelyn Hardin, Anne-Marie of 306 Sandra St., Parts, Tenn., anHoke, Angela Huff, Melody nounce the engagement and apKernell, Rodney Jones, Gaye proaching marriage of their
Housden, Shayne Morris, Amy daughter, Kerry Lynn, to Shane
Clent Moody, son of Mrs. Uldine
Miller,
Connie Manning, Tammy Over- Moody of Buchanan, Tenn., and
by, Jeff Orr, Eushieka Payne, the late Rubin V. Moody.
The bride-to-be is the grandCarol Therrien, Jay Thomas,
Tracy Scott, Andrew Wooldridge, daughter of Mrs. Lavelle Haynes
of Panama City, Fla., and the
Libby Welch and Dena Duncan.
great-granddaughter of Mrs. Vera
Harris of Paris, Tenn. She is also
SECOND SEMESTER
the granddaughter of the late Mr.
FRESHMEN
and Mrs. William A. Porter Sr. of
All As
Scott Buchanan, Darby Futrell, Paris.
The groom-elect is the grandson
Brian Eells, Mike Hopkins,
Regina Kimbro, John Rose, Lori of the late Mr. and Mrs. Will
Roberts, Jason Spiceland, Traci Weatherford and the late Mr. and
Walker, Katherine Wilson and Mrs. R.T. Moody, and the greatgrandson of Mrs. Mary Wilson, all
Loren Wisehart.
of Buchanan, Tenn.
All Assad Be
Miss Porter is a 1984 graduate of
Mark Barber, Annette Borgarding, Joseph Baust, Scott Adams, Henry County High School and is a
Terri Dick, Johnna Calhoon, Lisa Junior at Bethel College, McKenCulver, Tammy Edmonson, zie, Tenn. She is employed at Nan
Robbins.
Tonya Davis, Anita Gray,
Mr. Moody is a 1982 graduate of
Amy Fulton, Brad Gallimore,
Scottie Gray, Beth Henninger, Henry County High School and is
Amy Haskins, Amy Helm, Penny employed by Joe V. Martin
Green, John Hutchens, Misty Mechanical Contractor.
The wedding will be solemnized
Groff, Angela Haywood,
Roger Hutson, Tara Lamb, Ken on Saturday, June 20, at 7 p.m. at
Miller, Robert Orr, Melanie New Hope Baptist Church, Clifty
Osbron, Angie Miller, Robyn Road, Paris, Tenn. Ben Stockard
Meador, Michael Ross, Ray will officiate.
A reception will follow at the
Roberts, Julie Pittman,
Mark Sallin, Michael Ruccio, church.
All friends and relatives are inDavid Potts, Johnny Phillips,
Michael Ross, Travis Torsak, Jen- vited to attend the wedding and
nifer Spegal, Julie Tucker, the reception.
Michael Woods and Michael
Wilson.
SOPHOMORES
All As
Shane Black, Karen Dale, Gina
Harris, Victoria Herndon, Angela
Calloway County Middle School
Herndon, Kimberly Lough, Rhoda has released the honor roll for the
Jones, Laura Jones, Kathy final six weeks and second
Musser, Patrick Orr, Charles semester as follows:
Palmer and Wendy Peiper.
SEVENTH GRADE
All As tad Bs
Final six weeks
Amy Brown, Scott Bazzell,
Seth Arent, James Barrett,
Stefani Barnett, P.J. Chadwick, "-Jason Carson, Jennifer Catherson,
Melody Buhler, Kelley Geurin, Krystal Foley, Kevin Griggs,
Kenneth Grace, Heidi Heim, Gina
Gooch, Stephen Lovett, Richard
Loving, Lisa Nanney, Sherri Rule,
Patrick Robinson, Crystal
Members of the Harris Grove
Russell, Ashley Poyner, Chantal
Walker, Renee Thweatt, Mitzi Homemakers Club met at Bel-Air
Scott, Sharon Tacker, JoAnn Center parking lot and went to
Slayden, Heather Williams, Cypress Springs Restaurant for
Heather Walston, April Woods and lunch for the May meeting.
The devotion on a Japanese yeDana Westerman.
sion of Psalm 23 was given by
JUNIORS
Elizabeth Parks. Margaret Taylor
All As
Tracy Banks, Cathy Carmode, read the minutes.
Katherine Ray presented a
Anisha Frizzell, Roger Herndon
lesson on "Economical Interior
and Stephanie Wilson.
Decorating."
All As and Bs
Mrs. Parks told about utilizing
Lori Adams, Dal Barrett, Allana
Bearsby, Connie Birdsong, Trevor Kentucky's renewable resources
Coleman, Raybo Dunn, John and read a special newsletter on
Eells, James Dowdy, Joanna "Save Money — Vacation in KenGibbs, Tracy Henry, Jennifer
Geurin,
Richard Hill, Lori Jones, Corey
Lambert, Adelia Long, Shay MitChristine Collins presented a
chell, Erika Pearson, Christy lesson on "Economical Interior
Raspberry, Susan Prescott, Chad Decorating" at the May meeting
Stubblefield, Amanda Sims and of Pottertovni Homemakers Club
Robert Winchester.
held at Boston Tea Party, Holiday
SENIORS
All As
"Food Choices to Lower Cancer
Kerie Atkins, Andy Adams, Risk" was another lesson
Rhonda Barrett, Shalisha Ban- presented by Marion Fox.
darra, Timmy Black, Kelli
Mary Gertzen gave the devotion
Burkeen, Angela Boyle, Jody and reported on the cultural arts
Burkeen, Richard Carnpell,
tea held at Calloway Public
Tina Chandler. Suzanne Col- Library. Reports were given by
eman, Alesia Covey, Buffy Greer, Lavine Carter and Mary Moore.
Marcia Grimes, Stephanie Hays,
Anne-Marie Hoke, Angela Huff,
Stephanie Lucas,
Liz Marquardt, Natalie
The Dexter Homemakers Club
McDougal, Angela McClard, Jody
Lassiter, Wendy Parker, Kim held its May meeting at the home
Rase, Monica Satterwhite, Stacy of Irene Mitchuson, vice president, who presided.
Taylr and Kevin Young.
Maude Woodall gave the devoAll As and Bs
Gwen Bailey, Laura Bearsby, tion with scripture from II
Kathy Buchanan, Todd Bohannon, Timothy 1:2.
Those present were 011ie Colson,
Jeanne Carroll, David Brown,Dan
Luna Ernstberger, Mae Williams,
(Onat'd ow page 5)
June Pritchett, Pansy Pritchett

Kerry Lynn Porter and
Shane Clent Moody to marry

CCMS honor rolls are announced
Smotherman, Brittney Stuart.
Linda Thweatt, Barry Ward,
Leslie Waugh and Erika Weber.
Second Semester
Ginger Adams, Seth Arant,
James Barrett, Jason Carson,
Dawn Darnall, Kevin Griggs,
Stuart Hale, Tammy Hansen,
Tonya Hughes, Candace Jarrett,
Jennifer Jones, Amy Lamb,
Jenny Lough, Brandan Lucas,
Tina Matheny, Darra Mitchell,
Jay Newton, Amy Parker, Ann
tucky." She discussed many Paul, Jeri Price, Lori Raspberry,
historic attractions in Kentucky
Natalie Ross, Deanna Seavers,
and other placeds that furnish Eddie Sheridan, Staci Shipp,
great recreation. Festivals are
Jonathan Smotherman, Brittany
held almost any month of the year Stuart, Jackie Stubblefield, Linda
and for information write KenThweatt, Holly Walston, Barry
tucky Festival Association, Box Ward and Leslie Waugh.
176, Hogenville, Ky. 42748.
EIGHTH GRADE
Final six weeks
Lessons for 1987-88 were
Charity Anderson, Nicole
selected by the group.
Anderson, Rachelle Bandarra.
Also attending were Nova Lee Tony Black, April Boswell, Pam
Wendt, Evelyn Dixon, Hattie Lee Bucy, Ryan Dawson, Lori
Galloway, Lena Jones, Anna Lou England, Monica Evans,
Jones, Lurline Wilkerson and
Ray Fennel, Ladonna Fox
Martha Wrablik.
David Hart, Jennifer Henry, Betsy
Herndon, Susan Herndon, Katy
Hokans, Brian Hosford, Jay
Housden,
Louise Short, president, presided.
John Hudson, Leanne Jones,
New officers elected for 1987-88 Susan Lax, P.J. Luciano, Dale Mcwere Mary Hopson, president; Callon, Brian McClard, Greg
Mrs. Collins, vice president; Kay
Milton, Amy Nesbitt, Andy
Carlson, secretary; Mrs. Moore, Pieper,
treasurer.
Amanda Pierce, Eddie Rehmus.
Also present were Lottie Hurt, Eric Russell, Brook Scarbrough,
Dolly Lorenz, Jean Pipher, Anita Sara Thompson, Christy
Purvis, Jo Roberts and Lois Trenholm, Travis Turner, Celena
Smith, members, and Norma
Wisehart and Kim Yearry.
Moore, guest.
Second semester
The club will meet Wednesday,
Charity Anderson, Nicole
June 10, at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea
Anderson, Rachelle Bandarra,
Party, Holiday Inn.
Jody Bess, Tony Black, April
Boswell, Pam Bucy, Stephanie
Carraway, Ed Chapman, Ryan
Dawson,
Lori England, Monica Evans,
and Mrs. Mitchuson, hostess, whoFennel, Le.donna Fox, David
Ray
served refreshments.
Hart, Jennifer Henry, Betsy HernThe club will meet Thursday, don, Susan Herndon, Katy
June 11, at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Hokans, Brian Hosford,
Community Center. A potluck lunJay Housden, John Hudson,
cheon will be served. Lessons on
Leanne Jones, Susan Lax, Dale
"Attractive Quick and Nutritious McCallon, Brian McClard, Greg
Meals" and "Fabrics and Consumers" will be presented. New
(Cont'd on page 5)
officers will be elected.

Tammy Hansen, Jenny Lough,
Brandon Lucas,
Tina Matheny, Dan-a Mitchell,
Jay Newton, Amy Parker, Anne
Paul, Lori Raspberry, Ashley
Ross, Natalie Ross, Shelly
Rudolph,
Deanna Seavers, Eddie
Sheridan, Staci Shipp, Jonathan

Club meets at Cypress Springs
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Southside Shopping Center
Murray. KY (502) 759 1733

ENGLISH SOLE
z

Christine Collins gives lesson

Dexter Homemakers Club meets

PHOTO COUPON

Don't Miss Our
Tuesday & Wednesday Specials

Wednesday
is...

SUMMER SALE
Skirts • Shorts
Blouses • Shoes
Only $1
"
Every

3

% Off

20%

Off

Swimsuits
Selected Dresses
Denim-Khaki Skirts
Knits—Accessories

Tues Night, 4-10 p.m

F

ALL YOU CAN EAT

97

Pond Raised Boneless Catfish

Sot

French Fries, Cole Slaw, Hush PuOpies & Roll

9
530

Only

Every Wed

Night, 4-10

TIN Dakota
759-9755

1510 Chestnut St.

DOUBLE DAY
Second Set of Prints

FREE!
Every Wednesday receive a second set
of printtabsolutely FREE with this coupork_

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whstnell

753-4175
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Coming community events are announced
Weedy,Ass9
Installation of now elficon of
Christian Woman's Fellowship of
First Oiriitian Church will be at
6:30 p.m. in church pluton

Wednesday,hoe le
The center will be open from 10
cm.to 2 p.m.
411M

Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.
————
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.
————
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet at 10 a.m. at Ellis
Community Center.
————
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
10:30 a.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church to
go to Cypress Springs for lunch.
————
Pottertown Homemakers Club
will meet at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
————
Pacers Homemakers Club is
scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
————
Vacation Bible School will start
at 9:30 a.m. at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
————
Vacation Bible School will start
at 9 a.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
————
Vacation Bible School for Cole's
Camp Ground, Independence and
Temple Hill United Methodist
Churches will tart at 7 p.m. at
Temple Hill Church.
————
Traveling Evangelis Rev. Raymond Riggs and wife, Winona, will
appear in special fellowship singing at Salem Baptist Church at 7
p.m.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
CPR Class, sponsored by
American Red Cross, will start at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

=M.

Chancel Choir of First United
Methodist Church will meet at
church at 5 p.m. to go to home of
Ann Doran for a potluck social.
————
Western Kentucky Youth Series
will be at 7:30 p.m. at lane Oak
Church of Christ.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
•M•

aim MO

AMP

'rilgiunan-Beauregard Camp of
Sons of Confederate Veterans wIl
moo at 7:30 p.m. at Water Valley
Pentecostal Church, Highway :45,
Water Valley. For information
call 1453-5951.
————
First rehearsal of Murray State
University-Community Summer
Band will be at 7 p.m.in Room 216,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Vacation Bible School will start
at 7 p.m. at Temple Hill Church
for Temple Hill, Independence
and Cole's Camp Ground United
Methodist Churches.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Centei
————
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
————
Murray Lions Club is scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
————
Wednesday,June 10
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. for
senior citizens at Hazel Center.

Wednesday,hoe 111
Reservations for Hazel Alumni
Association banquet on June 20
should be made by today with Toni
Jones, Ray Dunn, Gwyn Key or
Wanda Kimbro.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
————
Ladies' events at Murray Country Club will include golf at 9 a.m.,
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon
at 11:45 a.m.
————
Ladies' events at Oaks Country
Club will include golf at 9 a.m. and
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
————
Mountain Mission Truck will
stop at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
————
Youth of First Baptist Church
will have supper at 6 p.m. followed
by fellowship.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include prayer meeting at 6:30
p.m. and Adult Choir practice at
7:45 p.m.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Covenant Prayer Group will
meet at 10 a.m. and Council on
Ministries at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at as follows: Wesleyan with
Lillian Robertson at 7 p.m.; Ruth
Wilson at church and Hannah with
Judy Stahler at 7:30 p.m.
————
Choir Rehearsal will start at

Wednesday,hoe 10
6:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Senior Citizen
Appreciation Week at Piney Campground; Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. and Magic of the Night at 12
noon and 4 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Children's Day
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Sunscreens at 1
p.m. at Empire Farm.
————
Summer School of Religion will
begin at 8:30 a.m. in Parish
Center, St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Thursday,June 11
Dexter Homemakers Club will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter
Center. A potluck luncheon will be
served.
Calloway County La Leche
League will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Kim Coggins, 212 South
11th St., Murray. For information
759-1647.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Educational Building,
First United Methodist Church.
For information call Martha at
759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.
Junior Golf will start at 9 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
————
Junior Golf will start at 9 a.m. at
Murray Country Club.
————
Summer School of Religion will
begin at 8:30 a.m. at Parish Center
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
————
Vacation Bible School will begin
at 9:30 a.m. at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.

Angela Boyle, a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School, has
been named for an Academic All-American Scholar Award. To be named, a student must earn a 8.8 or better grade point average. Angela was
nominated for the award by Betty Riley, her English teacher. She is the
daughter of Herbert and Debris Boyle and the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ruble Taylor of Lynn Grove and the late Dave and Annie
Boyle.

Thursday Group of Ladies' Tennis of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, June 11, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Rainey Apperson, Emmy Edwards, Sue Overbey and Donna Keller; Court Two — Frances HuLse, Nancy Whitmer, Shirley Homra
and Bobbie Weatherly; Court Three — Lois Keller, Sharon Wells, Wilda
Purdom and Brenda Marquardt.

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Lowery of Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,are the parents of
a son, Christopher Thomas, weighing eight pounds six ounces, born on
Monday, June 1, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Carol Tyler. Grandparents are Ruby Lowery of Big Sandy,
Tenn., and the late Burlene Lowery, and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tyler of
Puryear, Tenn.

Lauren Whitney Wilson born
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wilson of 1119 Bridgette St., Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Lauren Whitney, weighing seven pounds three
ounces, born on Saturday, May 30, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Suzanne Dick. Grandparents are Mrs. Lorene
Wilson and the late Butes Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Dick, all of
Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Burton of Murray
and Veopal Glover of Hardin.

Lisa C. Williams named
Lisa Christi Williams, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Williams, 1554
Oxford, Murray, has been named to the President's Scholars' list for the
spring semester at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green. She is
listed in her fourth year.

Students named to Dean's List
Students from Marshall County named to the Dean's List for the spring semester at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, include:
Scott Ranson English, Rt. 6, Box 229, Benton; Robin Elizabeth Jones,
Rt. 5, Box 485, Benton; and Carolyn Jill Miller, Rt. 3, Box 272, Benton.
They are all listed in their second year.

Joshua Steven Andrew Holt born
Sgt. and Mrs. Michael Ray Holt of Little Rock, Ark., are the parents of
a son, Joshua Steven Andrew Holt, weighing six pounds eight ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born on Friday, May 8, at 5:42 p.m. at hospital at
Little Rock Air Force Base. They have another son, William 2.The
mother is the former Lana Salentine. The father is serving with Air
Force and will be transferred in the fall to Rhinstine Air Force Base,
Germany. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ray Holt Jr. of Sequin,
Texas, and the Rev. and Mrs. Elijah Salentine of Almo. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Mary Coursey of Almo and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Holt Sr., of Rt. 1, Dexter. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Herbert
Schubert of Sequin, Texas.

Schod) of Religion at St. Leo's
A Summer School of Religion is being conducted this week at St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Classes for children, ages 4 and up, are being held
from 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon each morning through Friday, June 12, in the
Parish Center. For information call 753-0197.

La Leche League plans meeting
Calloway County La Leche League will hold its monthly meeting on
Thursday, June 11, at 7 p.m. at the home of Kim Coggins, 212 South 11th
St., Murray. "Advantages of Breastfeeding" will be the subject for
discussion. Anyone interested in breastfeeding information and support
Is invited to attend and babies are welcome. For more information call
the leaders, Barbara Hinderliter, 436-2122, or Stephanie Peacock,
436-2227; or the resource and transportation chairman, Chris Harrison,
759-1647.

Jamboree at Aurora this weekend
Aurora's June Jamboree will be Saturday and Sunday, June 13 and 24,
at Kenlake Music Hall, Aurora. This is sponsored by Jonathan-Aurora
Action Committee. The events will start at 9 a.m. each day with about 75
arts and crafts people displaying their products. A fiddlers' contest at 1
p.m. will feature five classes with $500 prize money to first and second in
each class. For more information call Kenny Darnell, 1-354-8500,
474-2774 or 1-354-8157. Church services will be at 8:30 a.m. Sunday and
Gospel Singing will start at 2 p.m. For more information about the
weekend call Carol Wilson at 474-2774 or 354-8157 or Barbara Woodrum
at 474-7778.

Perfect attendance listed
Calloway County High School
has released the names of students
with perfect attendance for the
school year, 1986-87, as follows:
FRESHMEN
Donnie Balentine, Lisa Culver,
Rhonda Dunn, Darby Futrell,
Scottie Gray, Melissa R. Green,
Billy Harris, Angela Haywood,
John Hutchens,
Roger Hutson, Eric Mitchell,
Joseph Paschall, Jason Prescott,
Kathy Rains, John Rose, Jason
Spiceland, James Stahler, Daphne
Turner and Lee Ann Wheeler.
SOPHOMORES
Stefani Barnett, Scott Bazzell,
Lea Berry, Jeff Holmes, Rhoda
Jones, Kathy Musser, Lisa Nanney, Charles Palmer, Wendy

JUNIORS
Connie Birdsong, William
Brown, Cathryn Carmode, Regina
Hicks, Tammy Hodges, Lori
Jones, Angela Newberry, Brian
Rudolph, Melissa Tucker, Frankie
Glenn Wallis, Tammy Washer,
Robert Winchester and Jason
Young.
SENIORS
Laura Bearsby, Dina Duncan,
Tina Lee, Shayne Morris, Andrew
Wooldridge, Penny Futrell (8
years perfect attendance), Rhonda Barrett (4 years perfect attendance), and Chester Garner (12
years perfect attendance).

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Inside Dining Only
99' SPECIAL FOR KIDS

Salad 59 Iitro
Free- Refills On Drinks
I

INednomiey 11 AM-10 PM
You can't *et this wet et homer for this price

-411

Donna Jackson gives lesson
Donna Jackson presented a
lesson on "Economical Interior
Decorating" at the May meeting
of South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held at Sirloin
Stockade.
She discussed new and interesting ideas and showed pictures to illustrate her lesson.
Clovis Brown gave the devotion
with scripture from Psalm 23.
Reports were shared on the Quilt
Show at Paducah and the Tasting
Luncheon at First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
Mrs. Brown read a newsletter
on "Vacationing in Kentucky."
Each one answered the roll call by
giving a place especially wanted
for a vacation with Australia getting the most votes.
Present were 12 members and
one guest, Jane Key, who became
a new member.
The club will meet Wednesday,

June 10, at 10:30 a.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church and then go to Cypress
Springs Restaurant for lunch.

(Cont'd from page 4)
Blotner, Roy Calhoon, Carol Cunningham Brown, Jeff Clendenen,
Regina Dowdy, Dina Duncan,
Tonia Erkman,
Greg Futrell, Chester Garner,
Sherry Glassco, Melody Kernell,
Connie Manning, Jeff Orr, LeeAnn
Rayburn, Carol Therrien, Jay
Thomas, Tracy Scott, Andrew
Wooldridge and Libby Welch.
We're Glad
You Asked

Milton, Amy Nesbitt, P.J. Luciano, Andy Pieper,
Eddie Rehmus, Eric Russell,
Brook Scarbrough, Crystal
Stallons, Sara Thompson, Christy
Trenholm, Travis Turner, C,elena
Wisehart, Chris Wyatt and Kim
Yearry.

For health
insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.
Jane Rogers
201 S. 6th St.
753-9627

What Should I
Wear To The Funeral?
Black is no longer the only color
appropriately worn for a visitation, wake, or funeral.
Today a visitor may wear colorful clothing which expresses good
taste. Gloves and hats may be
worn, if desired; but are being
worn less and less.
The widow or widower will
usually wear something basic or
conservative in color and style.
All persons attending the visitation or funeral should wear
clothing which will contribute to
the atmosphere of dignity and
respect for the family and other
mourners. Some customs and
local mores may suggest a small
black veil, an armband or
something similar.
Your attendance at the funeral
or visitaton is a simple, but meaningful way to let the family know
that you share their loss, that you
wish to be considered as one of
those who care and will be around
to help in the future. It's a one-time
opportunity and postponed condolences become awkward for
both parties.
If you have any further questions, please feel free to call us.

The Miller
Funeral Homes

Like a good
neighbor,
State Farm Is there

311 North 4th St.
Murray
Main Street Hazel

Summer Maternity Wear
Sizes 4 thru 46

20-50---75%
Off Regular Price
MAYFIELD SHOPPCSC PLAZA
2474449

Harry W. Carloss, M.D., F.A.C.P,
is pleased to announce the association of

$1 49

me.

Several people from the
Freeport congregation have attended Christian colleges here in
the states and one, Samuel
Heastie, is now the local minister
In Freeport. They have a new
building valued at $400,000 but
built for $150,000.
"Thanks to many who were willing to sacrifice here in the states
and to the Freeport brethren for
the hours they spent in doing much
of the work. It Is a beautiful
building and will seat about 250
people," Ails said.

Peiper, Kim Roberts, Derek
Robertson and Teresa Washer.

ONLY
With Garlic Bread

7

during the day and worship services during the evening.
A group from University Church
of Christ was among the first
Church of Christ missionaries to
visit the Grand Bahama Island in
1978 and the local congregation
has witnessed much growth in the
area.

(Cont'd from page 4)

Tennis play on Thursday

Christopher Thomas Lowery born

Seven members from University Church of Christ in Murray,
along with one person from
Marion, Ill., two from Bemis,
Tenn., four from Columbia, Term.,
and one from Atlanta, Ga., will
leave Friday, June 12, for
Freeport, Grand Bahama Islands,
for a week's mission work.
Thepurpoee of the trip will be to
strengthen the Church of Christ on
that island.
Murraytuia going will be Wayne
and Lilly Williams, Willard and
Martha Ails, Laura Nell Cochran,
Rachael Hendon and Betty
Wilson.
The group will stay at the
Castaways hotel which is convenient to the church and important
areas of Freeport. Each day will
begin with a devotion followed by
a long day of door-knocking, passing out literature or studying with
people. Bible classes will be held

CCMS...

Angela Boyle named

Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday, June 11, at 7:30 p.m. in
third floor classroom of Educational Building, First United Methodist
Church. A discussion on "How to Accept A Compliment" will be neld.
This is a singles group which provides fellowship, social events, personal growth and Acceptance for single adults of all ages, whether never
married, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.

Mission trip planned

(Cont'd on page 7)

DATEBOOK

Singles to meet Thursday
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James R. Gould, M.D.
formerly of

M.D. Anderson
Cancer Treatment Center
for the practice of cancer treatment
Accepting Appointments
for July 1, 1087

230 Berger Road
Paducah, Ky. 42001

502-442-8800
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Learn the true facts before purchasing costly lumber
By ANDY LANG
AP Newatestures
Know what a 2-by-4 is? It's a
piece of lumber 2 inches by 4 ink!hes, right? Wrong It's a piece of
lumber 114 inches by 34. inches
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lumber. One is that lumber is
graded, meaning that there are
various categories of quality from
which to choose, based on the intended use of the product. Another
Is that lumber is divided into softwoods and hardwoods.
Softwoods generally come from
trees which keep their foliage
year-round and generally are
softer than hardwoods, Hardwoods come from trees which shed their leaves sometime during
the year and generally are harder
than softwoods Typical examples
of softwoods are pine, fir, cedar
and redwood. Typical examples of
hardwoods are oak, mahogany,
walnut and maple. Mostly, the
hardwoods are used for specialized work, such as furniture, fine
cabinets and flooring. Softwoods
are for almost everything else and

asbestos.
t Iron e of

•
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That's the sort of thing you encounter when you first find it
necessary to buy lumber. And just
why isn't a 2-by-4 what it says it
is/ Because it was 2 inches by 4 inches before it was milled and
dried. Taking the roughness and
moisture out of the wood reduced
it to 14-by34.
This discrepancy occurs not only in 2-by4s, but in most sizes of
lumber. The difference between
the nominal sizes and the actual
sizes makes it imperative that you
take this into account when planning and buying. It could be very
important in laying out and
measuring the parts of your project to know that a 1-by-10 actually
will be it-by-910i and that a 2-by-8
will be 14-by-7il.
There are a number of other
things you should know about
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sometimes for furniture, cabinets
and flooring
With some varieties of wood,
such as plywood and hardboard,
the stated dimensions are also the
actual dimensions. A 4-by-8 sheet
of 41-Inch plywood, for instance,
measures 4 feet by 8 feet and is
three-quarters of an inch thick.
Until you get used to what's
nominal and what's actual, ask
questions and-or carry a tape or
ruler with you when buying wood
In case you wondered why
01)400d and hardboard are
classified as wood, they are both
made with real wood and are not,
as some people think, synthetic
products.

take heart. Like anything else,
you'll soonvet used to It
You can save yourself money if
you buy only the kind and grade of
down what you plan to buy. The lumber needed for the job. It is
way to do it Is to specify 1 the poor economy to buy select
number of pieces of a particular lumber when common will do.
Item, 21 its thickness, 3) its width. Some woods are more expensive
and 41 its length. Not only will it when sold far from their point of
help you remember what you origin. Get wood that comes from
need, you are answering four your own region whenever possiquestions, in order, for the lumber ble. Most lumber yards stock
dealer: How many/ How thick? mostly softwoods, and that is the
type you generally will need. But
How wide? How long/ Of course, if you want a particular hardwood
you have to bear in mind those are and you do not see it in stock, ask
the nominal dimensions, except the dealer. He may be able to get it
for the length, which is actual.
for you very quickly from a nearIf all this sounds a bit puzzling, , by distributor.

Whether you are a novice or an
old-timer in the ways of buying
lumber, it's a good idea to write

Author Jabs thinks cardboard
boxes are key for organization
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Name:
Address:

753-6433

City
State

Day or Night
Over 20 Years Experience
Hwy. 641 North, Murray (The Village), Paducah, Ky. 442-1695

Phone

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
A near universal goal nowadays
Is to be better organized, says
Carolyn Jabs, an author who has
written on recycling materials for
new uses.
Jabs, a spokesman for the
American Paper Institute, sees
corrugated cardboard boxes as an
ideal material with which to
create the kind of specialized
storage that most people buy.
"Almost every kind of storage
you need to be better organized is
a variation on corrugated cartons," she says. People can create
their own storage systems with the

June invites you
tolive outdoors...
Ace invites you
tosave money
doingit!
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right size box or with corrugated
panels cut from boxes.
"Since the material is usually
free for the asking, if you mess up
the first few, it is no problem,"
adds Jabs, whose book, "Reuses"
deals with creative recycling of
many materials of modern living.
Her favorite source for corrugated cardboard is appliance
dealers who have the large cartons that are most desirable for
substantial projects. Since the
boxes are bulky, they often
already have been cut flat, thus
saving the recycler a step.
"My most recent project was a
playhouse for my son. I used
separate panels, drilled holes in
the sides, and laced the playhouse
together with clothes-line cord."
An old sheet furnished a "roof"
which light can penetrate.
The sheet is attached to the sides
by lacing, and the whole thing can
be unlaced and folded flat when
not in use. Jabs gilded the lily by
decorating the box exterior with
paint.
Other projects have included
bedside and end tables, pedestals
for plants, holders for video and
audio cassette tapes, under-bed
storage boxes, containers for.
children's artwork and Christmai
ornaments. She has also made
files for back issues of magazines,
using old detergent boxes.
Succeeding with corrugated requires learning some simple
techniques, she said. For example, she always weights a box with
magazines, cat litter or bricks
when stability is required. She has
painted corrugated with both latex
and oilbased paint and for a successful paint job often first applies
a primer coat. If the material will
come in contact with moisture,
she recommends sealing it with a
polyurethane spray.
Some locales where cardboard
"furniture" is not out of place include children's rooms, college
dormitory rooms, summer cottages, the garage and any temporary location.
"The key is to spend the time to
create something that doesn't look
tacky. If you cut good sharp lines
and cover the piece with paint or
wallpaper or fabric, it works out
fine," she said.
Jabs offered several other tips
for working with corrugated
materials. "First of all, you need a

good sharp blade on a retractable
utility knife."
Since the surface on which the
cutting will be done can be cut too,
If not protected, she usually cuts
the boxes into panels on the
driveway. She places a scrap
piece underneath to avoid dulling
the knife.
She often fastens sides together
by a combination of interlocking
tabs and grooves. These are reinforced with white glue on all surfaces that touch. The best results
occur when the glue is applied
with a brush and when the glued
pieces are clamped together over
night.
For many of her projects, Jabs
uses a spring clamp about two inches across. "I wouldn't go out
and buy special equipment. You
could use a wood clamp or even
one of those clips that hold potato
chip bags closed. I tend to use
what I have on hand," she said.
Asked to explain her urge to find
new uses for items other people
throw out, Jabs says she doesn't
remember a time when she wasn't
recycling something or other.
"We were a family of five
children and my parents encourage( us to be ingenious. My
father woOld putter around in his
workshopTind use baby food jars
to hold nails. It was assumed that
you looked around to see if you
could make what you needed from
what you had."
She adds that "so much of what
we throw away is really a
resource. We have blinded
ourselves to that and have lost the
opportunity to be creative, to save
money and to save resources."
Jabs points out that in many
communities, the local recycling
center won't take corrugated
because it is too bulky. Some people collect it and sell it to waste
paper dealers to make extra
money.
According to J. Rodney Edwards, vice president of the paperboard group of the American
Paper Institute, about 45 percent
of the corrugated material used
each year is now recycled, either
by waste paper dealers who sell it
for reprocessing or in secondary
uses, such as those Jabs described. He added that demand for
recycled corrugated is expected to
grow.
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CLEANER,

ASK FOR A FREE
ESTIMATE ON
OUR HIGHQUALITY
G
RS AND
DOWN SPOUTS AS
WELL AS OTHER
REYNOLDS
BUILDING
PRODUCTS

Residential/Commerical
*Vinyl and Aluminum Siding *Shutters
*Columns
*Replacement Windows
*Storm Windows and Doors
*Canopies and Awnings

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
SO2 Chestnut St., Murray

753-3361

Business: (502) 753-8151
Home: (5N) 753-08114
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Vaciotion Bible School will begin
at 9 cm.at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
---Vacation Bible School for Cole's
Camp Ground, Independence and
Temple Hill United Methodist
Churches will start at 7 p.m. at
Temple Hill church.

AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens building, Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762-8399
753-7764 or 753-7663
— — —-

Fellowship banquet featuring
the Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Rigp
will be at 6 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn. This is for
former members of
Park and Central Free VHighland13ap
tist Churches. For information
call Paul Redden, 753-7643.
---National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
---Orientation program for
Teenage Volunteers will be at 9
a.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County

Hospital.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

ci Kentucky's Treasury and Her Counties
An Historical Development
By State Treasurer.
Frances Jones Mills

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. Royal and Select Masters are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Masonic Temple.

GRAND 0
,
RIVERS,
KY.

Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Douglas Centers and from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Senior Citizen
Appreciation Week at Piney`Campground; Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. and Magic of the Night at 12
noon and 4 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Visit with an Eagle
at 10:30 a.m. and LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.
----

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 10, 1987
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
PIM
Either you or a partner tends to be
extravagant. Local visits have romantic overtones. Benefits come from
siblings. Accent charm in personal
dealings.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You'll be spending more on shopping in the coming weeks. Keep your
eye out for an object of beauty. Be
aware of others' sensitivities. Don't
be brusque.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Be careful you don't step on
someone else's toes on the job. For
some it's a trip to the beauty parlor or
an extra emphasis on personal
appearance and adornment.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Social graces count now when it
comes to your career. There'll be
more business luncheons in the
coming weeks. Be discriminating
about accepting invitations from
friends.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
A home matter remains unsettled
for the moment. You may socialize
with a colleague. The coming weeks
bring an upswing in get-togethers.
Enjoy!
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You may be slightly irritated with a
friend who doesn't see your
viewpoint. You're entering a cycle
when business and pleasure mix to
your advantage.
LIBRA
It II
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
A difference about money could
occur with a higher-up. Being extravagant should be checked. It's time
now to make vacation plans. Contact
those who are far away.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Watch a tendency to argue with
advisers. Existing ties should stress
cooperation. Singles may meet a
romantic interest through the job in
the near future.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
If you have been feeling in the
doldrums lately, you should snap out
of it by day's end. A period is
beginning now which is favorable for
partnerships and romance.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A friend's behavior could be the
cause of a rift between the two of
you. Catching up on neglected tasks
may be this evening's preoccupation.
Joy comes through the job.
AQUARRJS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Someone could get on your nerves
at work. Dating picks up in the
coming weeks. Couples spend more
time with the children. Tonight
accents friendship.
PISCES
WO&
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
ideg
There are still things to be worked
out concerning a trip. You'll be doing
more home entertaining in the near
future. You may spruce up your living
quarters.
IF BORN TODAY, you are an
individualist You'll stand out from
the crowd as a person who does his
or her own thing. Self-confidence
improves with a good education in
the field of your choice. You tend to
have your fingers in many pies, and
should learn to specialize for your
greatest success. Make sure that you
follow through on your many enthusiasms. Don't abandon a project if
success is not quickly forthcoming.
Birthdate of F. Lee Bailey, lawyer;
Judy Garland, singer; and Maurice
Sendak, illustrator.
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FAMILY-SIZE MICROWAVE
OVEN/VENT HOOD
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ASPHALT PAVING

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Liman-1780
Jeforszon —1780
Fayette-1780
Nelson-1785
Mover —1786
Bourbon— 1788
Madison-1786
Woodlloi0-r1750
Mason-1705
Logan-1792
Shelby-1792
Sootl — 1792

13 Washinvon-1792
14 Hardin-1793
15 Gaon— 1793
16 Clerk-1793
17 148rmoo--1794
18 Campbell-1795
19 Franldin— 1795
20, Dom-1797
21 likeekssi-1797
V Mon4gomery-1797
23 Christian— 1797
24 Warren— 1797

25
26
V
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
36

Garrard-1797
Fleming— 1798
Boone-1799
Pendleton— 1799
Honry-1798
Lmingslco--1790
Pukaski— 1199
Curntookno-1299
Gall86n-1796
Muhlenberp— 1799
Ono— 1799
Jessamine-1799

37
39
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
46

Semen— 1799
49 Lions— 1807
enderson— 1799
51) Este— 1808
Breciunnigss— 1800 51 CeldweN— 11109
Knox —1800
52 Plockcastle— 1509
Floyd— 1800
53 Sutler —1810
Pecnoiss— 1800
54 Cirwyson— 1610
Wayne-1801
55 Union-1511
Ada.—1802
511 Stith-11111
Gisenup— 1804
57 A8en-1515
Hopkins-1807
Campy— 1807
Clay —1807

Logan played major role
in formation of Kentucky
In our last column we dealt with
the formation of Estill County, the
50th formed in the 17th year of this
new Commonwealth in 1808.
For sixteen of these years John
Logan remained as the State
Treasurer. In his first three years,
he served also as the elected
Senator, representing Lincoln
County. His dedication to the
development of Kentucky was such
that thousands of acres of rich land
were lost to his family by his inattention to his personal matters.
For the first fifty-nine (59) years,
the treasurer was appointed annually, by the joint ballot of both
houses of the General Assembly.
Kentucky's constitution, adopted in
1851 provided for the election of the
treasurer for a two year term only. Our present constitution,
adopted in 1:,!1, lengthened the
term to four yeers, but prohibited
succession.
In 1809, Caldwell became the 51st
county formed in this state.
Caldwell was taken from Livingston County and was named for
General John Caldwell, a native of
Prince Edward County, Virginia.
Rockcastle County was formed
from the counties of Lincoln,
Pulaski, Madison and Knox and
received its' name from the
Rockcastle River.
Butler County was taken from
Logan and Ohio Counties and was
named for General Richard Butler,
a Pennsylvanian. An officer in the
Revolutionary War, Butler served
under General St. Clair in the
disastrous Indian conflict with the
Miami Indians in the Ohio territory. He was wounded early in the
conflict and before he could be
removed from the field of battle,
one of the Indians broke through the
ranks and tomahawked him. He
died instantly.

• Streets
• Roadways
• Shopping Centers
• Parking Lots
• Residential
Subdivisions

FREE ESTIMATES

362-8661
ASPHALT PLANTS IN
PADUCAH-MAYFIELD-LAKE CITY

All Ladics

Grayson County was formed in
1810 from parts of Hardin and Ohio
Counties. The county was named
for Colonel William Grayson, a
native of Virginia, who was a
member of the convention called to
ratify the U.S. Constitution.
Grayson opposed adoption, but was
later elected to serve in the U.S.
Senate. He died in 1790 while on his
way to Congress.
Union County was formed out of
Henderson County and the origin of
the name of the new county is in
doubt. Generally accepted opinion
holds that the local people were in
such accord at its' formation that
they named it "Union."
Bath County was formed from
Montgomery in 1811 and was named for the "medicinal" springs
within its' boundaries. Olympian
Springs, eight miles from OwingsvWe, the county seat, boasted
three such springs — salt, sulphur
and chalybeate.
Allen County, the 57th in order of
formation, was taken out of Barren
And Warren Counties. This county
received its' name from Colonel
John Allen, a native of Rockbridge
County, Virginia. His father moved to Kentucky before statehood, in
1780 to Lincoln County, about two
miles from the present town of
Danville. In 1784 his father moved
to Nelson County where young John
was schooled with such men as
John Rowan and Joseph Daviess,
both of whom would later have
counties named in their honor,also.
In 1791 Allen began his law practice in Staunton, Virginia, and four
years later moved to Shelbyville,
Kentucky, where he practiced until the War of 1812. Allen raised a
regiment and served under Harrison in the northwest. He was killed in the battle of the River Raisin.

Jan tzen Sportswear
25 9' 0ff
Skirts, Shorts, Blouses. Tops, Cotton sweaters. Tennis di (loll- Skirts and (ing1.4.,Ncs
(Blue. Seatoarn Ydlo, Pink and Whitej

/
12 Price

Racks of Sportswear

dh. g,„„,

VV.CCI

5.4(
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town & countRy
'53-8305

Dixieland Center

Remember the 10th
( 5400(0 YOU
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The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carYour carrier must receive yourayment by the 10th of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
Into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection
rier.
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cash &Sole

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open Mon-Fri 7-5 Sil 8-12

1
1*

Visa-MC-Discover

Ends
Saturday

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"
Baby

Limas

20 lb. box $

1 599

Purple Hull

Peas

20 lb. box

$ 1 599

20 lb. box

$ 1 739

box

$ 1 599

Breaded

Okra
Magic Chef •
•indapondent countdown
tow
•Coat code/Roast code
•tocutt

• to heat Wows
•Touch commis
•Thermometer/probe

Now only
$34900

• Work kgriVvent

Green

Beans

20 lb.

Blackeyed

$

Peas

MANUAL DEFROST 15.2 CU.FT.
CHEST FREEZER

Butter Beans
Cut

• Leather-Ike textured
steel lid
• Sliding kft-out basket
•Lid lock with pop-out key
• Adjustable temperature control
•Automatic light
•Energy-saving features

20 lb. box1

Delivery Available
At Additional
Charge

20 lb. box $ 1699

Cream Style

Corn

411,. box

$4139

Mixed

Vegetables

20 lb. box $ 1 579

Field's

Wieners

lb $ 1 79

100% Quarter Pounders

Ground Beef $
Patties 14 lb box

Now only

129"

799

Speckled

1 946

c.150

Magic Chet,

Underwood Appliance
Hwy. 641 North
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —
Sturdy yellow pine folding
ladder with steel braces. in
eludes point shelf.

GIBSON HAM CO.

We Accept
Mon.-Fri.
Food Stamps
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

Phone 763-1601

7 a.m.-6 p.m.

759 1505

••

•
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Schultz succeeds Byers as
executive director of NCAA
By DOUG TUOIER
AP Sports Weiler
KANSAS CTN. Mo. — Although
he won't take charge of the NCAA
for about a year, Dick Schultz is
going right to work on the
sometimes-tattered image of the
governing body of college sports.
"The common perception of
most people you talk to is that the
NCAA is some bureaucratic
orgsnizatim in Kansas City that
makes all -thetie. ControVeraiir
decisions, when the NCAA is us,"
said Schultz, who has signed a
five-year '-contract 'to succedll
Walter Byers as RCA.Alexec.atIVe
director. "Maybe One of the biggest contributions I can make
might be in the first four of five
months is by getting around and
visiting with different groups and
being able to have an exchange
with them.
"How do other people view us?"
he asked. "I think that's one of the
biggest challenges, to bring reality and perception together. The individual institutions have to play a
larger role in solving the problems
of intercollegiate athletics."
The problems of college sports
will become Schultz' problems
when he takes over for Byers. who
has run the NCAA since 1917 and
became executive director when
the post was created in 1951.
Schultz and Byers appeared at a
news conference Monday to announce the NCAA Executive Com-

_

IONIC
PICKUP
AND GO„.
EVERYWHERE.

w
1987 GMC 1110516 S Jimmy
4X4 V-6, AT, P S • P S AC
tilt bucket seats, loaded, demo
$1718400
Price
745 00
Free A C
500.00
Free Options
1039 00
Demo. Allow
5 14,900 00

TRUCKS-TRAILERS
BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

• The Mayfield Lions Club and South Highland Golf and Country
Club are sponsoring the Lions Club Golf Tournament, at 9 a.m., June
13. There is a 825 entry fee.
For more information, contact John Gunby, Pro, South Highland
Golf and Country Club at 247-2918. Registration deadline is 8 p.m.,
June 12.

• Murray's Brian Davis is
shown with Southeast Louisiana University basketball
coach Newton Chelette during
his first session of the NC-SLU
mual summer basketball
.eaMp. Davis is one of over 50
yoUngstgs participatWg in the
camp

II /CAA experience: chairman
MaritabrIg Commons* (85). SPecal
Teiemson Negotiations Comae.
ctworrnan Men s Basketball
Common's
•Background Dowses from Central
Colieje [BA), Iowa (MA),
r.)ner
11:
at Comet (N Y ). head
coach in baseball and basketball at
Iowa before gong int) adrninestratne
work, assistant to the President at
Iowa tor athisbc. external programs.
former Nor school coach

mittee's poorly kept secret that it
had chosen Schultz as Byers'
replacement.
Schultz. describing himself as
"very honored, very humbled,"
noted he will simply be another
member of the staff until Byers oftidally steps down, no later than
Aug. 31, 1988. Byers, 65, will
become executive director
emeritus until Aug. 31, 1990.
"I will be in the process of learning about this organization.
Believe me, there is a lot to
learn." said Schultz, 57, who since
11181 has been athletic director at
Virginia. "There is no question as
to who is in charge of the NCAA
until that time comes about. And
right now, no one knows when that
date will he."
• Schultz said he will take a hard
((bard on page 9)

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

• Tommy Pike, Murray, finished a stroke behind Paducah's Mark
Knecht at the Kentucky Golf Association's Men's State Amateur at
Lake Barkley State Park.
• Denny Nall, Murray, and his father Dennis recently attended the
Mickey Owen Baseball School near Miller, Mo.
While Denny was picking up the fundamentals of playing, Dennis
attended the camp's umpiring school.

Murray Police Chief Larry Nixon prepares for a serve during the
Jantzen Fast Serve Challenge being held locally at Mr. d's in the
Olympic Plaza. LACS/ male and female winners will have the opportunity to earn a spot in the National Championships on the island
Maui. Competitors at the national level will vye for $175,000 in prizes.
Local prizes include: Jantzen warm-ups, Avis shoes or a Dtmlop
graphite racquet.

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and
International
Traveltime

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.

Injuries no longer issue, excuse
in Laker-Celtic NBA showdown
Ainge was at midcourt when the
clock ran out in Game 3, and he
slammed the ball to the floor in
jubilation.
"We gave everything we had
and finally won," said Ainge, who
missed three earlier playoff
games with a knee sprain.
McHale, despite a stress fracture in his right foot, had 21 points
and 10 rebounds, two more than
his total for the first two games.
Parish, who has aggravated an
ankle injury several times during
the playoffs, had foul trouble, but
still scored 16 points in 26 minutes.
Riley and the Lakers said that if
they can correct a few shortcomings tonight, they will overcome
the Celtics, although they have
won 85 of their last 87 games at
Boston Garden.
"We feel like we did it to
ourselves: they didn't do it to us,"
Johnson said. "Not boxing out
really killed us."
"In Los Angeles, we pushed the
ball up constantly, we kept going,"
guard Michael Cooper said.
'What we did Sunday) was push
it for a minute or two, then get
caught up in the Celtics' pace."
Riley was most upset at the
Celtics' 56-41 rebounding advantage in Game 3.
"We got pushed around
underneath the basket," Riley
said, "We won't win if we get
outrebotuided like that."
Boston is trying to become the
first team to repeat as NBA champions since the 1969 Celtics. That
year, Boston also lost the first two
games of the best-of-seven series
In Los Angeles, then came back to
win the title in seven games.
But Johnson brushed off the
historical significance of the
series.
19691 I was 10 years old then,"
he said.

:
OFFICE_Vf
•Receptionist
•Secretaries
•Computer Operators
•Bookkeepers
•Typing
•Cleaning
•

Baseball free agents
Five who have been successful

(Clip & Save)
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• Vince Coleman's four stolen bases against left-handed
Philadelphia pitchers Monday night lent weight to one of his favorite
theories.
"I just get out there and analyze the pitchers, and I think lefthanders are easier to steal against," he said after the St. Louis Cardinals defeated the Phillies 12-8.
The performance increased Coleman's stolen base total to 35, the
most in the majors. He is a perfect 37-for-37 against the Phillies in his
three-year career.
"If I can help it, I'll never let them throw me out," said Coleman,
who has reached base in 38 straight games.

Staff note by Scott Mises

By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer
BOSTON — The Boston Celtics
were supposed to be too hurt and
too tired to win a game against the
Los Angeles Lakers.
But now that the Celtics have
reduced Los Angeles' advantage
in the NBA championship series to
2-1 and held the Lakers' running
game in check, there will be no
more lame excuses after tonight's
Game 4 at Boston Garden.
"They've proved they aren't so
banged up," Lakers guard Magic
Johnson 'said. -Now that that's
over we can get back to
basketball."
The Celtics were bothered during the season and the playoffs by
a series of ankle. knee and foot injuries that hobbled starters
Robert Parish, Kevin McHale and
Danny Ainge and deprived the
bench of B111 Walton and Scott
Wedman.
"All the talk about them being
injured took away from how great
we were playing," said guard
Byron Scott, who had a total of 64
points in the two Los Angeles victories, but scored four in the
109-103 defeat on Sunday. "Now
they've beaten us and they'f* not
injured anymore."
"1 didn't see anyone limping out
on the floor," Lakers Coach Pat
Riley said "They had so many injuries this season that it became
part of their picture and ultimately pulled them together."
Blowout losses in the first two
games had the Celtics believing
they weren't physically capable of
stopping the Lakers, but Ainge
said Sunday's victory proved
something.
"It's a frustrating feeling,"
Ainge said of the two losses. "I
think that frustration is gone. It's
back to reality "

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

/• •

'Serx :int III 111t Li

INC.
Fees:
84.50 to $5.75 per hr.

You pey only one invoicewe pay workers
compensation, FICA &
unemployment insurance
Call 753-5650

[Listed with position, contract length and value, and
years the contract ran)
II Reggie Jackson, outfield, New York Yankees,
five years, $3 miNkin 11977-81k He provided the
Yankees with the leadership they wanted He hit .281
with 144 home runs and 461 RBIs en five seasons, and
the Yankees won four divisional titles. three American
League pennants and two world charriponships.
11 Rolls Fingers, relief pitcher, ion Diego, Its. years,
$1.6 million (197741): Fingers spent the final year with
Milwaukee, winning the Al. Cy Young and MVP awards
for the Brewers. In tour years with the Padres. he was
40-43 with 136 saves and a 3.13 ERA.
•Pete Rose, first bee*, PMedelphis, four years,
$3225 'Makin 11979-82) Like Jackson, he came with
the purpose of leading as new team to a world
chansoonship. and did that for the Philos in 1900 The
cost was offset when the station that televised Pheles
games agreed to increase their rights fees by the
amount of Roses seen/
•Dave Parker, outfield, Cincinnati, two yeers, 81.8
million (1964-85): Parker didn't find much interest when
he went on the free-agent market but was able to
convince the Reds he ski could ploy. He didn't
disappoint After hitting 265 with 94 RBIs in his first
year. he was the National League MVP runner-up in
1985 when he hit .312 wit% 34 home runs and an NLieading 42 flouters and 125 RBIs.
Mitereutfteld California, six
•Den
He led the Angels to the
Veers, $1.6 melon
first two divisional titles in thek history, end in 1979
became the only fres agent to earn MVP honors while
with the team that signed him.

Jackson

Fingers

Rose

Five who have been unsuccessful

Sutter

Gamble

rs.nttz

•Bruce Sutter, relief pitcher, Mlents, deal herr in
1965 and In Vie ensuing 26 years peys Sutler 144
million: The contract exceeds the total 1977 payroli of at
map league players. By the Middle of his first year with
the Braves, Sutter suffered a career-threatening torn
rotator cuff. For their investment. the Braves got 23
saves, but also a 4.48 ERA and a lot of disability
payments.
•Oscar Gamble, outfield, Ben Diego, six yews, $2.85
million (1978-62): Gamble tied no intention of signing
with the Padres. but they asked to talk to torn, so he
agreed. wiling his agent he wouldn't sign with them for
less than $1.8 meson. He walked in, and the Padres
said they were offering $2.65 million. Gamble lasted one
year. hitting 275 wilth 47 RBIs before being traded to
Texas
•Dave Gotta, pitcher, Lee Angeles, Mx years, $3
mann (19110-15): Released after two games in 1982,
Goetz provided the Dodgers with a 9-9 record and 4.61
ERA The worst port was that the Dodgers wound up
bidding against themselves, making the final three offers
Goltz received.
II Den INImhouse, relief pitcher, Lee Angeles. tour
yes's, 622 million (1980-03): Stanhouse lasted one
year (2-2. 7 saves. 504 ERA) and pitched 25 innings
•Rennie gleaned second bees, San Francisco, five
mire, 83 Rehm [1980-64): He hit only 238 with
Prttsburgh m 1979, but the Giants didn't seem
concerned By the tins he had hit .242 and played only
158 games for them in 1900 and 1961, they cared
enough that they peed Sennett $1 meson to buy out his
contract

CrKago Tflooco Gfacht Source Dein Morrell) Wows major aocao Ossobto
•■•cutftos and Plato,491r44

NEW HOURS
Monday-Saturday 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Car Wash & Wax, Full & Self-Service Gasoline

WEST MAIN CHEVRON
New Owner Colvin Clod(

1417 Male St.

753-2593
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Light schedule reported from local teams
Area baseball teams continued
their season last night, with strong
pitching highlighting the Kentucky and Little leagues and
outstanding defense in the Park
League.

Kentucky
Sean Waller and Ted Booth combined to no-hit Dennison-Hunt last
night as J.H. Churchill cruised to a
19-3 win. Waller added a double
and Scott Earwood hit two triples
Calup Johnson and Heath Kramer
also doubled.
Dennison -Hunt's Wesley

Latimer and Robert Weatherly
pitched.
Seafood Express came from
behind to nip Jaycees 12-11. Greg
Dowdy tripled and doubled and
Jason Rouse tripled helping Aaron
Swain and Terry Williams to the
win.
Pitchers Marcellous Foster and
Nolan Lax doubled for Jaycees.
Jason Vaughn and Cory England
doubled as well.

Park League
Roy's Pharmacy downed
Darnell Marine 19-4 behind a

Little League
11
/
4,

Walters investigation is
CIIICAGO,-(AP) — Prosecutors
probing allegations of racketeering by sports agents appear more
interested in cooperation than confrontation at this stage and have
yet to begin presenting significant
portions of their case to a grand
jury, according to sources close to
the investigation.
The way the dance works ... is
you bring people in and talk to
them, get a feeling for what they
can offer," a source, who spoke to
the Associated Press on condition
of anonymity, said Monday.
You don't put people before a
grand jury until you've got their
stories down accurately, then you
try to get them in as sooq as you
can" he added. "It may look
helter-skelter — first no (grand
jury I activity, then a flurry — but
it's not."
A federal grand jury has convened each Tuesday in Chicago to

Schultz...
;ileont'd from page 8)
e stand on academic integrity.
The integrity issue is very
high," he said. "Academic
achievement and integrity in
ithletics go hand in hand. I would
hope we can see some improvement in that. Legislatively in the
NCAA, the stage has been set for
that. Most loopholes have been
Aosed in academic progress
legislation and Proposition 48. I
think the stage is set to see a major improvement in academic
Achievement of student-athletes."

homer by Shaun Gordon and Matt
Farmer's two triples. Jesse Owen,
Kyle Owen, Jason Shelby and Jon
Farmer doubled.
Ray Stone homered for Darnell.
Tommy Hutchins and Brett Armstrong doubled.
Dazzling defensive plays left
Jerry Atkins and Associates and
Thornton Heating and Air in a 8-8
tie.
Atkins was led by triples off the
bats of Joshua Elliot, Shane Fox
and Robert Durr. Gary Clark
doubled.
Thornton's John David Poyner
homered and tripled and Josh
McKeel homered. Trent Ringstaff
tripled and Jamie Burkeen
doubled.

look into the dealings of New
York-based agent Norby Walters
and an aide, Lloyd Bloom, according to other sources and published reports.
Walters has admitted signing
college athletes to contracts and
paying them before their eligibility ended in violation of NCAA
rules. He has filed at least six
breach-of-contract suits against
former clients.
The Atlanta Constitution, in a
series of stories, has said that 60
athletes from 28 schools eventually will be subpeonaed to testify
before the grand jury.
But reporters who staked out the
grand jury hearing rooms two of
the three previous Tuesdays have
not seen a single witness enter or
leave the rooms.
"My guy hasn't been before the
(grand)jury and neither have any
of the others I know about," said
an attorney retained by a former
Walters client.
Athletes are required to sign
documents each year that they
have not violated any NCAA rules.

In an upset last night, Jane

Rogers State Farm beat D and W
9-8. Johnathan•Reid and Tony
Ithajavi were the pitchers for Jane
Rogers'. Ithajavi had a home run
and double, Reid a double and
single, Ken Cartnode three singles
and Jeff Jachowicz and Nathan
Lamb singles.
D and W's Michael Carr doubled
and singled, Adam Grogan doubled twice, Jeremy Latimer doubled
and singled and Jason Kelly and
Jamie McDaniel doubled.
Paglia's won over FOP in the second game last night, 14-7. Brennon Williams picked up the win,
striking out 16 batters in six innings. Casey McNutt helped the
cause with a double and Wesley
Cogdell, Brent Keller, Jeremiah
Rayburn and Dan Koch had
singles.
For FOP, Michael Ruddle tripled, Michael Stubblefield had two
doubles and two singles and Matt
Dennis had three singles.

Bucks to visit Soviet Union
MILWAUKEE (AP) — The
Milwaukee Bucks will be going international as representatives of
the National Basketball
Association.
NBA Commissioner David Stern
confirmed in Boston Monday that
the Bucks would serve as hosts to
a round-robin tournament Oct.
23-25 at the Milwaukee Arena
featuring the Soviet national team
and European champion Tracer
Milan.
It will be the first time the NBA
will be involved in international
competition. The tournament was
organized by the NBA and the international governing body for
basketball, FIBA.
The schedule calls for the Bucks
and Tracer Milan to open the tournament on Friday, Oct. 23. The
Soviet team will play Tracer
Milan on Saturday, with the Bucks

and Soviets meeting in the final
game on Sunday.
Stern said the Bucks were
chosen because "we wanted a
team that would win, but we were
afraid it would scare off the international teams" if the Boston
Celtics or Los Angeles Lakers
were selected.
"We want nice, friendly games
that we win," Stern said.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
AME1LICAN LEAOUI
Leal Divlisiss
W L
Pel.
GB
Toronto
34
20
639 —
72
814
46
New York
36
669
Milwaukee
2023
Detroit
626 546
26 26
BalUmors
29
482 9
77
Beaton
468 9%
24
31
Cleveland
367 15
20 54
West Division
GB
it
L.
Pet.
KAMM* Clay
110 24
544
20 71 „AM
Oakland
28 27 .504
24k
Seattle
29 28 .509 24k
439 64k
California
25
32
415 74k
Chicago
31
, 72
31
416 74k
Texas
22
Monday's Gaines
Barton 6, BalUniore 2
Ilirusesota 5 Kansas City 3
Toronto 11, New York 0
Cleveland 2, California 0
Oakland 9, Chicago 3
Seattle 6, Texas 0
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Garners
Toronto i Conan 2-31st New York (Guidry
04,, In,
Boston i Hurst 6-4 ) at Baltimore
( McGregor 2-5,, In,
Milwaukee Higuera 5-6 ) at Detroit I &tor Ma 7-21. In)
Kansas City D Jackson 2-7) at Minnesota
I Niekro 3-4 ). n
Cleveland ( Schrom 4-5( at California
I Laxorko 1.21,in)
Chicago ( DeLeon 4.4) at Oakland Young
7-31, In)
Texas 1Guzman 1-2/ at Seattle Morgan
5-6), In)

NATIONAL LLACHJE
Bent 11349AMen
OS
W L
Pct.
44 20
430
it Louis
571
Chicago
32 24
Montreal
20 35
527 5%
New York
38 27
6011
746
491
24 77
Philadelphia
30
444 10
Pittsburgh
34
West Intvides
36 L
Pet.
GB
23 23
590 —
Cincinnati
61111
3
DO
28
Ilan Francisco
491
Bimetal
21
482 6
77
29
Atlanta
77 79
482 6
Los Angeles
15 43
769 14
San Diego
Menday's Games
Chicago 4, New York 2
Montreal 7, Pittsburgh 1
St 1..cuis 12. Philadelphia 8
Los Angeles 4, Atlanta 3
Cincinnati 7 San Francisco 6
San Diego 5 Houston 4
Tneoday's Gomm
New York I Leach 4-0 , at Chicago Maddox
4-5)
San Francisco id Davis 3-4 at Cincinnati
iPacillo 1.1( in)
Pittsburgh I Dunne 0-1 ) at Montreal
( Youmans 4.3 ). In)
St Louis (Cox 6.2) at Philadelphia Ruffin
3-5i, In)
Los Angeles (Leary 0-1 ) at Atlanta i Smith
6-3). In)
San Diego I Dravecky 151 at Houston
I Darwin 2-41. n

ait

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDoneld's)

739-9888

p We Use

Aluminized Mufflers
and Exhaust Pipes
FREE ESTIMATES

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

733-1750

PEOPLE
GET A LOT MORE
OUT OF THE PAPER
THAN JUST NEWS.

13 YEAR ANNIVERSARYSALE

MONDAY
NIKE DAY

June 8
4 Winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

H.- LJ les
.-_ loth r-1'4
C

Baseball/Softball Day
Jersey/Swim Day
Includes all Gloves, Bats, Baseball Shoes Coaches
Shorts, Softball Pants, All Types of Jerseys, T-Shorts, All
Speedo and Arena SwIrnwear & Accessorres

WEDNESDAY

June 10
10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

REEBOK
DAY
all Reebok Shoes,
Includes
clothing and accessories

THURSDAY
RUNNERS DAY

June 11
2 Winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

running shuos
ludes
socks shoes, tops sweat
-10tFung and worm ups

accessories

5 Winners will be
chosen for $20.00
Gift Certificates

Includes All Merchand[se
In The Store

June 8-13
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
— Drawing for the Gift Cortificotos will b.it 6:00 p.m. ouch night.
— N. Porches* Necessary
— Only the pee* who hove registered THAT DAY ere eligible to we that dey's gift certificates
— Need not be present to stip.
OPEN 9-6

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue
753-1916
't
*My*

'
wr***:.•

—

• ;

20-40%
OFF
20-40%
OFF ,
20-40%
OFF

Includes all tennis clothing
all shoes for term's
rockets, worm ups

June 13

.

20-40%
OFF

20-40%
OFF
SATURDAY
20%
STOREWIDE SALE
OFF

)' One Winner will be
( chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificates

;•

ti

FRIDAY
TENNIS DAY

June 12

Births, marriages, deaths, local,
state, regional.
Ads and news, the dynamics of
newspapers.

)n , J
Le,sorles

TUESDAY

June 9
5 Winners will be
chosen for $20.00
Gift Certificates

They clip coupons, too. Can't do
that on TV or radio. Good Cents,
newspaper!
But news is what makes
newspapers. Full stories, not just
headlines.

"N.

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last thirteen years, we are having
a week long sale.. Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on special for that
day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift certificates...A GRAND
TOTAL of $600.00 to be given away throughout the week of June 8-13.

MN*

711
,
11111

''My new office
means I can serve Like a good neighbor,
your family insurState Farm is there
ance needs. Call or State
Farm Insurance Companies
drop in anytime.
Home Offices 81oorrungton 'Moos

.

a
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Malt Report

TUESDAY, JUNE 5, 1N7

•

•

•
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•
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Gary Young named to post at UT-Martin

The Week Aelividee Trahnag Lasser for the Headleapped
is a easlimal Wart Is rompins istal Mitoses tar lisir special co.is its supported employment program, napless most* as
employer who has hired W.A.T.C.H. partielpsets. Bob Wynn (right)
manager of Poglisi's soaps the Employer at the Month award from
W.A.T.C.H. genie. coordhator Hoyle., Gsgel for outstuadim cootribalism sad comfbitace is the handicapped worker.

•

41.1

THIS COUPON IS YOUR

PASSPORT TO FLORIDA SUPER SAVINGS

•II Vacation
•
•at these

50

•

NIGHTLY
PER PERSON
DOUBLE OCC.

•and pay only
▪
111

111

MARTIN, Tenn. - After a
nation-wide march, Dr. Gary
Young has been named Dean of the
School of Business Administration
at The University of Tennessee at
Martin. Young, professor of
economics at UTM.will &mune the
duties of dean July 1.
"In the four years!have been at
UT Martin,I have enjoyed working
with the students, faculty and staff.
I look forward to meeting the new
opportunities and challenges I face
as dean," said Young.
The former dean, Dr. Paul Shaffer, resigned in mid-August, effective Sept. 5, to become Dean of the
College of Business and Economics
at Central Missouri State in Warrensburg, Mo. During the interim
period. Dr. John Fletcher, professor of economics and finance,
served as acting dean.
The committee formed to search

Ft. Pierce/Oceanfront
2600 N. A1A
Ft. Pierce, Florida

Melbourne/West #2
10900W. New Haven Ave.
Melbourne, Florida

Merritt Island #2(near Cape Canaveral)
260 E. Merritt Island Causeway
Merritt Island, Florida

Melbourne/RIveriew St
4400 S. Harbor City Blvd.

Melbourne/Oceanfront #3
2600 MA
Melbourne, Florida

Orlando/West In Ocoee
Hwy. 50 & Maguire Rd.
Ocoee, Florida

Melbourne, Florida

'Not available at all hotels over Labor Day,
Coupon cannot be used in conjunction v.. tf-1 any other special otter
Special rate avaab;a only it you ask for it on first request for reservx c-.
or present ft-11s coupon at time ct theck in Price vaod to Dec 31. 1987

Phone us from any iketasiam

%it Phone
Now

or use the Holidex

I5%

FLORIDA \-k

No1
4 4k.
/
)

1 -800-HOLIDAY

for candidates narrowed the list of
38 original applicants to a list of
five for interviews.
Dr. A.L. Addington, vicechancellor for Academic Attain,
and Chancellor Margaret Perry
made the final gelation based on
Uhe committee's recommendation.
"Dr. Young has proven his commitment to enhancing and improving the education process. He has
been the holder of the Tom E. Hen-

and Clemson University in Clemson,8.C.,and earned a doctorate In
economics from Louisiana Tech
University. His economic education
proçramsreach all ages from
through adult. Currently, he serves as president of the
Association of Private Enterprise
Education, an international
organisation of educators who proenterprise
private
mote
understanding.

drix Chair of Excellence in Free
and recently received
1111986 Leavey Awards for
cinneteort3
E
Excellence in Private Enterprise
Education. We are certain his efforts toward excellence and his
strong leadership skills will continue as he assumes the duties of
Dean of the School of Business Administration," said Perry.
Young holds degrees from Tennessee Technological University

Readers Straighten
Abby Out On Advice
to Gay Man's Mom

4
4.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR HEADERS: I recently
published a letter from a reader
who was emotionally torn over
whether she should allow
"John," her grieving homosexual son whose lover of 10 years
had just died of AIDS, to return
home for a family reunion and
come out of the closet to his
entire family. John had told his
mother that he was not about to
sit down with his family and
pretend that life is "beautiful"
after having been through the
most painful and tragic year of
his life - and unless he could be
open and honest with his family, he refused to come home.
His mother said,"We love our
son, but don't want the embarrassment and hysteria that this
situation could bring."
I told the mother that the
decision should be John's, but
for him to insist that the entire
family be informed that he is
gay, though it might cause
embarrassment and hysteria,
would be insensitive and inconsiderate, but to welcome him
anyway.
Did I get letters! Some excerpts:

edge. And what will his parents do
if he does develop AIDS? Tell him to
pretend he has an extended case of
the flu? Abby, this is the time when
John needs his family the most.
Shame on you for encouraging them
to stifle him."
KRISTIE IN MILL VALLEY

(and John's mother) have conveniently overlooked two facts: (1)
John is almost certain to die of
AIDS as well; how are they going to
deal with the 'hysteria and embarrassment' of that situation? (2) If
he's been living with a male lover
for 10 years, the relatives all know
he's gay anyway - they just don't
discuss it with his parents.
"You missed an opportunity to do
some educating about AIDS, homophobia and common decency."
GARY IN HOUSTON
"... I still have a column of yours
m which you say: One thing is
certain, God made gays just as
surely as he made straights. And all
his children are entitled to live and
love in dignity, without shame or
guilt.' I can't believe anyone who
would make that statement would
advise a gay person to stay in the
closet at a time when he needs all
the support and understanding he
can get. If his family can't stand the
'embarrassment and 'hysteria,'
that's their problem, not his."
BI IN CHICAGO

"... The man is in pain. To ask him
to be dishonest about a loving
relationship is asking him, once
again, to subordinate his feelings to
those of heterosexuals at a time
when he needs to be honest. His
parents need to face their own
'shame' concerning their son's
sexuality. ('We've never wanted to
let the rest of the family know that
John is gay.')
"You blew it, Abby."
MIKE V. IN L.A.

and I apologize for my own
insensitivity. I should have
known better. And the sad fact
is, I really do.
•••

"... Many doctors have concluded
that self-esteem plays a crucial role
in the condition of the immune
" .. Your response to the mother of system. If John is forced to suppress
John, whose lover and partner had who he is because his family finds
just died of AIDS, was both incred- it embarrassing, it could very well
ibly insensitive and ignorant. You push his immune system over the

THE FAR SIDE

DEAR MIKE, KRISTIE, BI,
GARY, ET AL: I certainly did,

By GARY LARSON

II

(For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a
Lovely Wedding," send a check or
money order for $2.50 and • long,
stamped (39 cents), self add
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
Ill. 61054.)

Classifieds
2.Notice
SILK screening, em
broidery, sew on letter
ing, caps, T shirts, golf
shirts, jackets, sweats
Faye's, next to Pagliars
753-7743. Group discounts.

1987 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $520.00 before
pays
Medicare
anything. For free information call:

NANCY

GARFIELD

Q_ApOAAH!

GARFIELD!

WATCH WHERE
''OE WING!

WHY PON'T
YO0 WATCH
WHERE I'M
GOING ?

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'Our tate Year

"Indians!"
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1 Twist out of
shape
5 Halt
9 Hit lightly
12 Hebrew
month
13 Fee
14 Guido's high
note
15 DISMISS from
office
17 Achieve
18 Cut
19 Contends
21 Binds
23 Denuded
27 - Cud
28 Barter
29 Bend the
head
31 Baseball stet
34 Three-toed
sloth
35 Eccentric
38 Negative
prefix
i

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Curved
41 Drunkard
42 Faux pas
44 Hebrew
month
46 Bear up
under
48 Peels
51 Light, pink
wine
52 Edge
53 Tantalum
symbol
55 Brooks
59 Poem
60 Woodwind
62 Disturbance
63 Sun talk
64 Marries
65 Kill
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5 Prescipitious
6 - and fro
7 Ancient
8 Conspiracy
9 Shirley 10 Medicinal
plant

1 Armed
conflict
2 Fruit drink
3 Male sheep
4 Furnish
5
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ENE PHANTOM
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11 Animal's feet
16 Snakes
20 Lawmaker
22 Diphthong
23 Pierce
24 Group of
three
25 Sun god
26 Speck
30 Compendium
32 Daft
33 Toward
shelter
38 Decay
37 Callings
40 Heating
device
43 Note of scale
45 Exist
47 Is defeated
48 Paid athletes
49 Assistant
50 Pack away
54 White House
nickname
56 Be ill
57 Extinct
tNghtless
bird

DISCOVER a new feeling
of color confidence that
comes from knowing you
look your best. Free color
analysis and makeover.
Gene & Jo's- call for appointment 753-4320.
NEED a cake for thaf
special someone, or just
for the heck of it. Call
PAM'S CAKE HUT. Our
cakes are made fresh to
order, we use only the
best of ingredients and
our prices are just as
great. Once you see & bite
into that cake you'll know
why so many others de
pend on Pam's Cake Hut.
We try harder because we
want to. 759 4492.
'111E Gold Nugget, wesf
Side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hilts
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
WOULD like to contacf
someone who has in
formation or has clone
research on the "Burd"
family in early
Calloway and Marshall
Counties. Rudy Burd,
Rt. 3, Mayfield, Ky.
42066, 502-623-8900.

3.

Card of

Thanks

Card of Thanks
We wish to express our love and
appreciation for the
kindness and sympathy extended by
the many.neighbors
and friends of our
husband and father,
Glenn Card. All is
truly appreciated.
Verna, Jerry
and Linda
5. Lost and Found

LOST
Brown with
white paws
REWARD
OFFERED
753-6429
759-1420
6. Help Wanted

se Pigpen

bELICATE5SE
worker. Experience
preferred. Apply in per
son at Owen's Food

61 Hypothetical
force

WANTED-

Market, 1407 West Main.
Mature de•
babysitter,
part-tirne for 22 month
old girl. References
newest 753-215.

pencl•eie

•

EN•

-or -

••-•••

• . •
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CLASSIFIEDS
6. Help Wanted

G. Help Wanted

16. Home FundeMnp

Mirrray Ledger & Times

34. Ileums ler Rent
44. Lets f•r Sale
47. M•tercycles
ACRE wooded lot near
TM ATLANTIC with 3 BEDROOM house,
27. SION, Manes tar Sale

KING-sized waterbed
large yare, extra nice. South West School, Call
bought at Woodcrafters A/C, $5300. 7W-4103.
ago. In excellent BOUBLEW1DE - Ceiling fans, 753-5233 after 6p.m.
years
2
Prefer woman over 40
condition, nice head- Located near Kentucky microwave, dis- NICE lot on 121, 6-11
with sales experience.
board with burgundy Lake• Great summer hwasher, garbage dis- miles North on natural
posal, range/refrig. gas lines. 180x300, 13600.
side rails. Pedestal with home. 753-11964.
One of the better posi753-7977.
Days- 753-1953 or nights6 drawers. Call after
tions in Calloway
753-01170.
5P.M. 753-4783.
We are looking for
Hems kw Rent
28.
Mobile
County. All appointLIKE new- sofa and
men and women,
chairs, marble top end 1 AND 2 bedroom 37. Livesteck-Supplies
ments furnished. Exlike you, to assist the
tables and coffee table, trailers In city limits. ?airsale:
•"'Irlit= 46. Hewes lee Sale
cellent income. Call
Health
Express
breakfast set, cherry No pets. 753-9866 or Polled Hereford heifers. / BEDROOM house and
nurse on a volunteer
finish dresser, up- 153-2365.
Few young bulls also, 2 lots overlooking Kenholstered Victorian 1 OR 3 BR, furnished or some springing cows tucky Lake, Pine Bluff
basis. If you know
new
unfurnished,
some
walnut chair, and
Rex Robinson, 901 247 Shores, $12,000. Dayshow to take accurate
753-6660; nights- 753clothes dryer. Call 753- furniture, natural gas- 54117.
blood pressures or
con
electric,
air
6121.
tor Interview. 75$4464.
7405.
FOR
sale
Registered
are interested in
ditioned. Shady Oaks
BEDROOM home wilt
Angus bull, 1 year old
753-5209.
learning this skill,
full basement. 1 mile
2 2 . Musical
136-5618.
)40 experience
NICE 17x51 mobile
from lake. Ideal for starcall the Murray Needed
necessaryI0EVEY sound system, home for rent. Central
ter home. Priced to sell.
311. Pets-Supplies
Calloway County
people wilt good comused for DJIng, dances heat and air, water
Call before 6p.m.
Hospital at ($02)
munications skills and
or band. 8 channel furnished. Couples only. 0MONTHolil 753-1412,
warm outgoing per
Pekingese. Call after
mixing board, 2 SP1 No pets. Phone 492-8348.
753-531, and ask the
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
sonalitits. Above aver5P.M. 753-0680.
speakers, 800 watt
operator to page
rent see
brick home with 2 car
age wages- to 1100 per
cable, TRAILER for
amp.,
FOR
sale
AKC
Kathie Pierce.
Brandon Dill at Dill's
attached garage, on 15
week. Excellent for
microphones. 753-0569.
Pomeranian
puppies.
Trailer Court,
acres. 7 miles east of
housewives, students or
Also, CFA registered
Murray. $72,500. 43/others needing flexable HIRING! Governmenf 24. Miscellaneous
Persian kittens. Call
Rentals
30.
Business
5574.
hours. Work from jobs - your area. $15,000 4 ("TT 1n Murray
753-5950.
1 BEDROOMS, new
home. Write: Charlie • $68,000. Call (602)838- Memorial Gardens, 1550
PARAKEET, 1 year
roof, new carpet, new
4th St., 30x50 automoWinters- Winter & Co., MI5 Ext. 684.
each. 247-9441 or 247- tive shop with 4 over- old, male, blue and dishwasher, aluminum
Box 264, Paris, In. 9. Situation Wanted
white. Call 753-2708.
3986.
trim, nice neighborhead doors, office, SHP
38242.
SPRING sale. AKC
FREE lifetime Kodak
OPPORTUNITIES, we bENERAL house and film, plus hundreds Quincy compressor, gas German Shepherds and hood, low 40's. 801
are looking for a mobile office cleaning. 5 years dollars free gifts. Toll heat, floor drains. $375 AKC Australian Cattle Sunny Lane 753-7458.
home owner who would experience. References free 1-800-433-6312 (24 per month. Call dogs. Champion sired, 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
753-3018.
tastefully decorated like rent free plus water supplied. 759-4604.
Hrs.).
OFFICE or small busi- $100-up. Obedience fenced yard- good
and sewage hook-up on
boarding.
436lessons,
New
-JUNE
Special10.
Business
Opportunity
neighborhood. Call afness space available in
Ky. Lake in exchange
2858.
for a few hours a week AGAPE Core will assist push-mowers- Wheel Southside Shopping Cen- UKC registered Raf ter 5P.M, for appont
Southland.
HorseToroor
ment 753-7903.
ter. 753-6612 or 753-4509
doing light housekeep- your organization in the
Terrier puppies. 502-527ing. Would be great for sales and marketing of From $109 and up. 753-9386.
7908.
ANOTHER new listingfisherman and fixed your products and/or Stokes Tractor, Indust32. Apts for Rent
4 bedroom, 2 bath
income people. If in- services. In addition we rial Rd., 753-1319.
Public
Sales
4
1
.
redecorated home with
terested call for details, will assist new com- LARGE, large, large
8 3 6eàroom
central heat and base436-5876.
panies in start-up or selection of storage apartments, nicely
ment. SW's. Phone 753PERMANENT troubled companies buildings in stock for furnished, located near
1222, Kopperud Realty.
housekeeper needed, 1 with their own special immediate delivery. campus. Days, 753-6111;
CENTURY 21 Loretta
or 2 days a week, must problems. Contact: Acree Portable nights, 753-0606.
Jobs Realtors just sold 3
be dependable and like Agape Core, Box 592, Buildings, Mayfield, 1 BEDROOM apartKy. 502-247-7831.
bedroom 1-1/2 story
children. Send resume Murray, KY. 42071.
located
162815
ment
MOVING must sell- gas
brick in the 560's to an
and references to P.O.
rent
Miller
Ave.
$150
205
N.
10th
St.
clothes dryer in excel11. Instruction
out of town couple. We
Box 1040-M.
Call
753deposit.
and
lent condition,, Call 753need a listing to replace
Starting Wed.
RN position is available
345 before 5P.M., 753LEARN TO DRIVE
5606.
this sold one. We have
for the 7A.M.-7P.M.
4:00
Evening
7123 after 5P.M.
TRACTOR-TRAILER
NOTE-worthy telemore buyers than
shift on Sat & Sun. The
All Day Thurs.
phone, like new, $75. 1 BEDROOM furnished
listings. Call us to sell
position is eligible for
apartment, partial
759-4607.
your property. 753-1492.
You name it,
bonus with full time
utilities paid. No pets.
-CENTURY 11 just sold
OPITMOL- The #1 2 753-9741.
benefits. Apply in perwe've got it!
this week a 3 bedroom
cycle engine oil now for
son at Heritage Manor, NO tletraINCII 016110110,
furnished
stone home for in the
4 cycle also. See at 1 BEDROOM
759-1133
4th & Indiana, Mayfield, are 1100•10 No nold. p•eson, lot
apartment.
Large
2
Woe., DOT far., war
F. r
IndustTractor,
530's.
We now need
Stokes
Ky. or call 247-0200.
.40 ••••••‘.
bedroom partially furanother 3 bedroom in
rial Rd., 753-1319.
Aanarnas Imola
SEEKING highly
Water
paid.
1/2
nished.
Firiervaier Aid -the city to sell. We have
PANELING! Paneling! block from MSU. 753motivated, experienced
ALLIANCE
buyers. Call Century 21,
Paneling! $4.95 and up. 0932 or 753-5898.
customer service re•NAMt.'PA.., N'
753-1492.
Li••••1111. re. 1'
Mid -South Wholesale
presentative to handle
apartFOR sate by owner: 3
Building; 342 East 1 BEDROOM
commercial property/
Call Toll Free Anytime
Washington; Paris; 901- ments for rent at EmWed.-June 10 Bedroom, 2 bath house
casulty insurance acApartments.
bassy
In Canterbury. Family
642-2552.
counts in our Benton, 1-800-334-1203
Families and married
8-3
room with fireplace,
RIDING mower- excel- couples welcomed. Now
KY. office. Send resume
dining room. Large
lent shape- 11HP Gilson renting 1 bedroom
to: David A. Moffitt, 15. Articles for Sale
1505 Tabard
redwood deck, fenced
with a 42 inch cut. The apartments. Call 753Peal & Holland, Inc.
in Canterbury
yard with lots of trees.
P.O. Box 97 Benton, Ky. 19" BAI1'4ROOM vanity mower is to big for my 3533.
Central air, gas heat,
42025. No phone calls w/top $39. 95; Linen yard. $450 firm. Call
BEDROOM
1
or
2
$29.95.
Mid
cabinet
Girl clothes, size
TVA insulation, 2 car
753-0869.
please.
apartment near downgarage. $75,000.
SOMETHING new un- South Wholesale RUBBER bed mats for town Murray. Call 753- 0-2T, maternity, in342
East
Buildings;
753-9520.
all pick-ups. Stokes
der the sun! Reps
men &
Paris; 901- Tractor, Industrial Rd. 4109, 762-6650 or fants,
FRESH on the marketneeded for business Washington;
436-2844.
642-2552.
women
clothes.
3 bedroom brick Ranch
753-1319.
accounts. Part-time $18,
BEDROOM aparthome on North 19th
000 potential, full time 1 / 2"x 4'x 1 2' 12 SERVICE after the sale 2
Lane,
ment.
901
sunny
$6.25.
SHEETROCK
Street. Tree shaded and
$60,000 + potential.
at Stokes Tractor, in- located 2 blocks west of
Wholesale
-South
Mid
fenced
backyard. 5.30's.
Work own hours dustrial Rd., 753-1319.
U n Contact Kopperud
training provided. Call Buildings; 312 East TORO the #1 Weed Big John's.
and
Realty.
1-612-938-0019 M -F, Washington; Paris; 901- trimmer. See at Stokes furnished. $225 rent
deposit. Call 753-3415,
642-2552.
LARGE and lovely 4
8A.M.-5P.M.(CS TI.
Tractor, Industrial Rd., after 5P.M. 753-7123.
bedroom home in like
WANTED: Salesperson rx8' TREATED lattice 753-1319.
/ BEDROOM apartnew condition. Beautifor local growing busi- panels $9.95. Mid-South TREATED lumber in
Wed.
&
Thurs.
ment, central H/A. No
ful home situated on 2
ness. No experience Wholesale Building; 342 stock. Check our prices pets. $250. 492-8634.
June 10 & 11
large lots on Oaks
necessary. Send resume East Washington; and save! Mid-South
Country Club Road.
to P.O. Box 1040-I, Paris; 901-642-2552.
Wholesale Building; 342 BROWN gable
204
S.
15th
Offered in the $70's
Murray, Ky.
East Washington; townhouses in Benton
16. Home Furnishings
through Kopperud
now available for leas8 a.m.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
Realty, Phone 753-1222.
PIECE antique bed- USED 2 wheel trailer, ing. Enjoy the quiet,
Good
variety of
Murray business 4room
suit. Needs to be tilt bed, like new, large peaceful life. Custom
OWNER built this new I
Items.
refinished. Call 753-0235 tires, 5'x6-1/2; 1 dis- decorated, 2 and 3
needs full-time
bedroom brick and now
In case of rain
between 4-7P.M.
can't move to Murray...
hwasher; large lot in bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2
Postponed.
with
Sofa
baths.
Spacious
FOR
sale1/2
his loss is your gain...
city, nice subdivision.
Appliance
design, fully equipped
hide-away bed. 753-2429.
yes, new 3 bedroom
753-3349.
brick for under $50,030.
Cherry 5-drawer USED riding mowers, kitchens. All maintenServiceman SOLID
chest and matching bed all sizes and all prices. ance provided. These 43. Real Estate
Call Century 21 Loretta
with mattress and Stokes Tractor, Indust- units must be seen to rOR sale or rent- 25x46 Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
ExcelleM beneffts,
appreciate their qual- store front, 5 rental apts., OWNER has moved to
springs; 7-1/2
' curved rial Rd., 753-1319.
salary open. Send
ity. 527-1481 for an large lot, 1303 Chestnut California... wants
Broyhilt living room
-7711e171 repair appointment.
-&
resume with Job
couch; all like new. 8 air conditioners. Call
St., adjoining MSU. 615- proposal this week on
DUPLEX for rent, 1 262-0000.
china set; 5 Dill Electric 759-1577.
this brick located on a
exporience to P.O. service
piece fireplace set; WE now have Briggs block from MSU cam- INCOME property - wooded lot... within 4
Box 1808, Murray, electric sewing and Tecumseh engine pus. $165 per month. Large house with 6 apts, blocks of Murray High.
machine; other misc. parts. For all your 753-1914 or 753-2649.
positive cash flow, 1 blk. Lease with option to
KY 42071.
items. 759-1658.
service needs see us at For rent: 1 or 2 BR apts. from MSU, owner mov- buy... just $43,000. Call
Stokes Tractor, Indust- Water furnished. Start- ing overseas, must sell. Century 21 Loretta Jobs
ing at $144. Murray 753-9341.
Realtors 753-1492.
rial Rd., 753-1319.
PUBLIC NOTICE
Manor Limited. Equal
The State Board of Education has
Housing Opportunity.
scheduled a public hearing on the accreditaCall 753-8668.
For Sale
tion report for the Murray Independent
LARGE 2 bedroom
School District.
duplex apartment,
The Hearing is open to the public and will
available 7/1, lease
convene at 1:00 p.m. on Monday, June 15,
and deposit required, no
pets, $300 month, 7591087 in the Central Office of the Murray InSanyo receiver waurn1087.
dependent Board office. Individuals or
table. casene deck, &
MUR-Cal apts. NorWe make buying and selling
groups who wish to speak at the hearing are
two speakers
Also
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Real Estate easy for you.
to notify Superintendent Robert G. Jeffrey
stereo cabinet & Pioneer
Now renting. Equal
at 753-4843 on or before June 15, 1987 and to
cassette deck ReasonHousing Opportunity,
have a prepared statement that can be left
able price
759-4984.
with the hearing officer. The Accreditation
MURRAY'S newesf
Call 759-9430
Report is available for public inspection
apartments. Private.
Two bedrooms, all apfrom 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the Central
After 5 p.m.
pliances. University
Office. Anyone having questions regarding
view. Condo-style. $375.
the plan or hearing procedure can contact
753-8096.
26. TV -Radio
Superintendent Jeffrey or the hearing ofNICE 1 bedroom and
ficer, Mr. Edward Burkeen, at the State
-control nice 2 bedroom apartTr-TEVUTE
small
T.V.
Also,
color
Department of Education, 18th Floor,
ments near university,
kitchen table and) 2 carpet, gas heat, water
Includes buffet, china cabinet, table
Capital Plaza Tower,Frankfort, KY 40801.
chairs; AM/FM, 81 furnished. No pets.
& four chairs.
track, cassette stereo 489-n44.
with digital clock. 7530300k1$
TlInerit
.
NICE 2 bedroom un
4473 or 753-3351.
furnished apartment
Old Wet of nineteen '40"
(The
0 USED Zenith console
refrigerator,
color televisions. $50 Stove,
central air and heat. No
635"
and up. 753-2900 or after
pets. $265 month. 753SP.M. 753-5702.
0860.
LEASE TO OWN- 25'
console TV with remote, NICE private 2 bedNew box spring & mattress '15O
a month. Murray room, stove, refrigera$53
MEN & WOMEN 1 7 - 62
tor, disposal, in
Rental & Sales. 753-8201,
Train now for government exams for
Murray. References,
LEASE TO OWN- Wirdeposit, married
City, County, State and Federal levels.
eless remote VCR, $32 a
492-8594.
month. Murray Rental couples only.
SALARIES START
SMALL clean 2 bedhr.
& Sales. 753-8201.
AS HIGH .4S
apartment, 4
LEASE TO OWN- 19" room
mECaArricKa.
INSPECTORS
LEGAL
month. blocks from campus.
a
TV,
$W
color
CONSTRUCTION MEOICAuDENTAL
TRUCKING
Clarksvae, TN 615-552-6948
Ft Campbell Blvd
Murray Rental S. Sales. $135 per month. 489-2741
uttv ENFORCEMENT
COMPUT(RS CLERiCAL
after 5P.M.
75311201.
-YOUR IVHOLESALE NOW HOWIE OUTLET"
TAKING applications
Civil Service Jobs available nationwide. High
Rent
27.
Noble
Homes
tor
Sale
Section
S.
for
We Rum Ow Own
School Diploma not necessary. Keep present
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
14x70 SALEM,2 Barm.,
job while preparing at home for Government
Free Diary S Setup
HIlidale
BR.
Apply
bath, can. heat & air,
exams.
1987 14x70 Fleetwood 2 or 3 BR, Nations 01
excellent condition. Call Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Seiler, 1700 Down & 3163/mo.
759-9452.
2 hour Workshop
14' Wide - 2 BR $500 down Si 1481mo
12x65
1987
1972
FLEETWOOD
Exam demonstration given
.IfInAHED 1 bemobile home, 3 bedroom, irlt
1987 24x44 Double Wide, Shingle Roof, Wood
Air
apartment.
droom
1 1/2 bath, flx10 extension
Workshop will be held by:
Siding. $1000 Down di $245/mo
conditioner, stove, re
on living room, new car
NATIONAL TRAINING SERVICE, INC., at:
pet. Extra nice. Central frigerator, garbage
•Double WIdee In Stock!
heat S. air. Asking 15,500. disposal and curtains
Over 25 2 & 3 SRSky& Wide. In Stock!
Meetings MI be held at Holiday Inn, Mayfield, Ky.
Reasonable
Included.
Call 753-4302.
7 Used Homes In Stock!
Hwy. 46 lay-Pass at $t. 121 Downtown
prices, low utilities.
LEAVING state- have
or 7534577.
753-3049
Falase-June 12, 1997
"6Vs Move The Largest Sofecefen
reduced price. 2 beat: 11:00 a.m. or 7:00 p.m. Only
drooms, completely 34. neoses km Rest
Of Abbas Homes n Middle Tanneserm"
furnished with washer
and dryer and many LARGE 4 bedroom Nouse
A fee of $5.00 is required at door,
other extras. On a 1/2 In country. Lome with
"Ortv• A Utd• & Sew A Lot"
acre private lot near option to bvy. Call 753(No phone coils! . . Bring a pen.)
535e.
Murray. 753-11461.

Salesperson

Health
Express
Volunteers
Needed

Murray
Memorial Gardena

FOR rent at

If You List With Us....

Start Packing!

753-1222

Dining Room Set

China Set for four
Reg. Size Brass Bed

Call 753.6298 after 9 a.m.

UNIVERSAL HOUSING INC.
1578

f

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

ni-ncr cis cont. sit

•
tr i

1983 Buick Regal
Limited
4 door, 41,000 mt
$6,000
753-9872
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
1971 PONTIAC LeMans,
2 door, $800. Phone
759-1396.
1973 CHEVROLET, 4
door Impala, runs
great, $700. 759-4063.
1971 GOLD 1 door
Cadillac. Good condition. Seville. 753-0587.
1979 WHITE Firebird
Esprit, high mileage,
rebuilt motor. In very
good condition. $2200
firm. Call after 5P.M.
753-0444,
1980 GRAND Prix,
custom wheels, new
tires, new motor,
stereo, all extras, $3150.
753-9414.

Yard Sale

Kopperud Realty

_

4 9 . Used Cars

1981 PONTIAC T-1,000,
AM/FM stereo, p.s., p.b.,
a.c. Call before 6p.m. 7531412.
1981 TOYOTA Corolla,
automatic with air, 2
door, 52,000 miles,
$3000. 753-8003.
1983 NISSAN Stanza 4
door, local car, new
tires, loaded with all
options. 753-1372, 8-5;
759-9367 after 6P.M.
'72 VW SUPER Beetle,
new motor, chrome
rims, excellent condition, blue. $1500 or best
offer. 901-642-2867.
'78 PONTIAC Phoenix,
p.s., p.b., air, 4 door. $950.
Call 753-3817.
'83 LJ GRAND Prix,
V-8, loaded, extra nice.
Call after 5P.M.
753-4487

WE

$948
.

dition. Call 759-1959
after 4P.M.
lest HONDA 750-F,
factory sport kit, oil
cooler, new rear tire,
battery and chains.
SOO. 762-6158.

Hey!
Look
Garage Sale

2 Party
Yard Sale

*** GET INTO ***
p cs
&
JOBS
•;?0

wirT1,11FROIRIT,
14,000 miles. Good con-

Cutlasses
'79 & '80
'83 Grand Prix
'77 T-Bird
753-9872
Rick's Vinyl Roots

514
s 96v
°'014

Stereo System
Including:

FAGS 11

Dan Taylor
(Formerty of Murray & Futtorl

Freddie Poe
(Formerly of Benton)

Chevrolet
Oldsmoblia
Cadillac, Inc.
of Paris, TN
GM Factory
Executive
1987 Olds Firenze LX
1987 Ches. Celebrity
1987 Cadillac Seville
1987 Olds Toronado
1987 Olds Calais CT
1987 Chev S-10 Blazer
1986 Cadillac Eldorado
1986 Cadillac Seville
1986 Olds Cutlass
1986 Olds Toronado

SAVE SAVE
We Want
Your Business

Let Us Prove It
Hwy. 79 W. Paris
50. Used Trucks

62. Beats-Meters

53. Services Offered

15' SKI intat *inn
MITCHELL Paving
motor, 2 sets of skits, ski Driveways, parking
ropes and life vests
coating and
Included. Good condi- lots, seal
striping. Also,
tion. $2700. Call days
top753-2922, Nights limestone, gravel,
soil and grading. Phone
753-5090.
753-1537.
17-1/7' PROCRAFT
bass boat and trailer. LICENSED electrician,
150HP Mercury Black residential and comMax motor, trolling mercial. Air conditionmotor, depth finder, ing. Sales and service.
temp. gauge, 1982 Gas installation and
model. See at 701 S. Ith repair for natural and
St. or call Carlos Black, LP. Fred's Repair 753Jr. at 753-0839 or 436- 7203.
2935.
MOBILE HqmE
17'6" ASTROGLASS Specialist, Repair,
with 200HP Yamaha leveling, underpinning,
motor and sport trailer. roofs, floors, plumbing,
Complete with trolling wiring, washing,
motor and all the nice hurricane straps. 759extras. $9000. Serious 4150.
inquires only. Call after NEED work on your
7P.M. 753-7252
trees? We can beautify
REINELL jet boat, blue your yard by topping,
metal flake, tandom
shaping, deactwooding
axle trailer, 455 Olds or removing dead or
engine, lots of chrome. diseased trees. For
382-2672 after 6P.M.
satisfaction call the
proven professionals at
53. Services Offered
Bover's Tree Service
A-1 ENTERPRISE
753-0338. The competi
Natural or LP gas lion knows us you
installation. Seamless should too.
gutter- multiple choice PAINTING- interior,
of colors. Galvanized exterior. House and
gutter repair or re- barn painting. 25 years
placement. Masonry, experience. Quality
carpentry, decking, etc. work.
Reasonable
Free estimates. 753-0953 rates Also, paint for
after 8A.M.
sale. Free estimates.
A-1 ENTERPRISE - 436-2245.
Dealer in gas and wood
PAINTING. Interior- ex
burning appliances, of
tering full service in- tenor, commercial- re
stallation. Also, sidential. Free estimates.
fireplace repair. 25 years experience.
*Chimney cleaning Tremon Farris- 759-1987.
•Masonry *Damper PROFESSIONAL win"Bird screen 'Hoods. dcav cleaner. 25 years
Free estimates. experience. Private
homes and commercial
753-0953.
A-1 STUMP Removal. stores. Call 1-901-782Reasonable rates, 10" 3670.
below surface. Call us
Wulff & Sons
before you decide. Free
estimates. 753-0906.
Kitchen
Cabinet
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Recovery
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
We make your old
and electric ranges
-cahinets look like
microwaves, dis
new with wood grain
hwashers, re
laminated plastic
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
new doors, hardware
5341.
and counter tops
APPLIANCE
Many styles and colors
SERVICE. Kenmore,
04
MurrayFee
r
1a3t
Westinghouse,
65560
es
Whirlpool. 26 years
experience. Parts and
QUALITY
workmanship
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser• frame 8. trim carpentry
vice, 202 S. 5th St. Remodeling, patio and
Business 753-4872, 436- fencing. D.L. Poole 4354306.
5848 (home).
YARD landscaping, REMODELING and
leveling driveways, small plumbing jcbs
blade work and bush - done. 753-9626.
hogging. Call 436-5430 or REMODELING inside
and out, roofing, lawn
753-0659.
CHAIN- saws shar- care. Also, painting
pened. 10"-12" - $2.00. interior and exterior.
14"-16"
$2.50. Located Call Willie for free
in New Concord area. estimate 436-2326.
Call 436-2878,
ROCKY COLSON Home
CHIM-Chim Chimney Repair. Roofing, siding,
Sweeps spring cleaning painting, plumbing,
10% discount. Call now concrete. Free es
for an appointment timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
753-3445.
COLLEY Tree Service. SEWING Machine Re
Keep your trees in pair. All makes and
shape by topping, prun- models. Home & In
ing, deadwooding, dustrial. Bag closing
spraying, fertilizing, or machines. Also scissor
removal of unwanted sharpening. .40 yrs.
trees. Stump removal. experience. All work
Complete tree care. 14 guaranteed. Kenneth
years experience. Free Barnhill, 753-2674,
estimates. 753-0366.
Stella, Ky.
CONCRETE work, SPRING is here. Brirg
patio, sidewalk, car- your mowers and tillers
port. Free estimates. to Moody's Mower Re759-1202.
pair for repair and
CUSTOM-built, single tune-up. Pick-up and
tilt replacement win- delivery. 753-5668.
dows, manufactured WE t"-iSAIEVEN IlrIcri
locally. Jerry Atkins & make wet basements
Associates. 753-8407.
dry. Work completely
CUT air-conditioning guaranteed. Call or
costs with TVA ap- write Morgan Con
proved solar screens. struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Jerry Atkins & AS
409A, Paducah, Ky
sociates, 753-8407.
42031 or call 1 442-7026.
DIRTY?? Let our
mobile cleaner work for
you. We clean
STUMP REMOVAL
aluminum sided houses,
10" below surface
mobile homes, trucks
Inexpensive, clean,
and trailers. Western
no lawn damage
Kentucky Cleaning

1973 FORD van, excellent condition, 12-16
MPG, stereo, Rangier
tires. 436-2858.
1980 CHEVROLET
Sammy Steam Removal
pick-up. 4x4, A.C., Services. 527-7994.
cruise, tilt, AM/FM
753-5484 Fres Estimates
radio, 70,000 miles.
Price $4020. Phone 436Installation and
2407.
55. Feed and Seed
Repair of
1986 MAZDA B-2000 LX
ROLLED wheat hay
Doors
Garage
pick-up cab plus. A/C,
492-8861
and Openers
P/S, cruise, AM/FM
stereo cassette, 28,000
469-2739
bale. 4 9 2 8 8 6 1 or
miles. Sharp! $7800.
412-8659.
489-2153
753-9349.
'53 CHEVY pick-up
56. Free Column
new paint, new interior, HAMILTON culturiB
FREE 'kittens to good
Old
marble
and
tile.
643
sharp! 753-4044.
home. Call 436-2533.
'71 DODGE truck- Club Benton Rd. 753-9400.
Cab- very good
condition- all available
options. call 753-01169.
'75 JIMMY 4x1, new
engine and headers. 3"
body lift, 14.35 tires,
Custom k then
makes convertible. 753Cobcrie is
4 5 6 4 or 7 5 9 - 1 9 9 5
anytime.
Al Types Of:
'71 JEEP Renegade
Woodworking
Custom
CJ-7. Extra nice, price
reduced. 492-8951.
'84 CHEVY customized
van, front and rear heat
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
and air, AM/FM cass
•Drop by 11, sus our showroom
miles,
ette, 31,000
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - leshind 'canny 11c.imp
sharp, $11,500. 753-0038.
***********************a
51. Campers

)er
wn-A-Tfrav.7-117--

974 OPEN Road For
300 Econolin• van
camper, refrigerator,
gas stove, sink and
toilette, sleeps 4. 753-

8279.
A campers delight at an
affordable price, 21'
Terry travel trailer
with AC, many extras,
Weeps 5.
oR sale753-ff but nice
1971 VW camper. -1-4421/4.
TRUCK camper- 15',
new refrigerator, intercom. A steal at $100.
434-5672.

-

Compotont Yard Care At
Compotithre Prieto.

•Mowing

*Pruning
*Mulching
*Planting
*Weed Control
*Landscaping

Call Jerry
at 759-4808
•(Evening/weekend calls welcome)
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OBITUARIES
Mark Toon
Services for Mark Toon, 35, of
1006% Olive St., Murray, will be
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at St.
Jerome Catholic Church, Fancy
Farm, where he was a member.
Fr. Jerry Riney will officiate.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Roy M. Lowe Funeral Home of
Lowes. Prayers will be said
tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the

funeral home where friends may
call from 4 to 9 p.m.
Mr. Toon, a student at Murray
State University, died Monday at
3:40 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He had been
Injured in a traffic accident on
Highway 121 South, three miles
from Murray, at 10:10 p.m.
Sunday.

Dan Segura
Dan Segura, 71, of Moline,
uncle of Mrs. Bill (Shirley) Murray of Rt. 8, Murray, died this
morning at St. Luke's Hospital,
Davenport, Iowa.
Born Aug. 11, 1915, in Kansas, he
worked for J.I. Cast Co. and John
Deere in Illinois for many years.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Esther Gross Segura, to whom he
was married in March of 1934; one
daughter, Mrs. Larry (Sue )
Flanders, Warner Robbins, Ga.;
three sons, Dan Segura Jr. and
wife, Frances, Minneapolis-St.

Paul, Minn., Jack Segura and
wife, Marcia, Fort Thomas, and
Robert Segura and wife. Debbie,
Moline.
Also surviving are three sisters,
three brothers, and nieces and
nephews including Mrs. Murray of
Murray with whom he had visited
here many times.
The funeral will be Thursday in
the chapel of Wheelans Funeral
Home of Rock Island, 111. Burial
will follow in Calvary Cemetery
there.

Mrs. Mary Bryant Noel
Mrs. Mary Bryant Noel, 77, of
334 Third St., Cadiz, died Monday
at 2:15 a.m. at Jennie Stuart
Medical Center. Hopkinaville. Her
death followed a long illness.
She was a member of East Cadiz
Baptist Church. She was preceded
In death by two brothers, B.H.
Bryant in an and Sam Bryant in
1987.
Born May 20, 1910, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of
the late James Andrew Bryant
and Mintie Lee Downs Bryant.
Mrs. Noel is survived by her
husband, Llyess W. Noel, to whom
she was married on June 14, 1930;
two daughters, Mrs. Walter (Barbara ) Miller, Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Mrs. Jim 1Mary ) Robertson,
Hookinsville; one son, Robert

Owen Noel, HopkinsvWe.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Marie Sholar, Colorado Springs, Colo., Mrs. Mildred
Williams, Granite City, Ill., and
Mrs. Martha Bridges, Cadiz;
three brothers, John L. (Dick)
Bryant and Billy E. Bryant, Trigg
County, and James Bryant, Christian County; five grandchildren;
seven great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The
Rev. 0.D7Boyd and the Rev. Carl
Noel will officiate.
Burial will follow in Trigg
Memory Acres.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. today Tuesday ) at the
funeral home

Born March 31, 1962, he was the
son of Larry Than and Pat Thompson Toon.
He is survived by his fiancee,
Miss Sally Ann McJoynt of Murray and Owensboro, who was also

Injured in the accident; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Than,
and grandmother, Mrs. Mary
Toon, Fancy Farm; two brothers,
Jay Scott Toon, Chicago, Ill., and
Barry Than, Fancy Farm.

Jim Hurt
Murray, died Sunday at 1:03 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Shirley Greenfield Hurt; one
daughter, Mrs. Dan.-(Kathryn)
Wyatt, Rt. 1, Almo; three stepdaughters, Mrs. Ferrell (Eleanor)
Miller and Mrs. Kelly Gene
(Dal/arum) Woods, Murray, and
Mrs. Ronnie (Beverly) Ray.
Mayfield; one stepson, Louie
Greenfield and wife, Carolyn,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Aviuiell
Cornwell, Rt. 1, Benton, and Mrs.
Ruthie Vick, Benton; one brother,
Dayton Hurt, Hardin; two grandchildren; 11 stepplandchildren;
four great-grandckildren; four
stepgreat-granchlldren.

Services for Jim Hurt will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
John L Hicks, O.D. McKendree
and John Dale will officiate.
Cbrigregational singing will be
led by Hoyt Cleaver Jr., Cecil
Cleaver, Willie Bradshaw and
Clinton Burchett.
Active pallbearers will be Mike
Wyatt, Phillip Jones, Brad Miller,
Chad Woods, Mark Woods and
Keith Ray, grandsons.
Elders and deacons of Hickory
Grove Church of Christ will serve
as an honorary group.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Hurt, 83, of 1004 Olive St.,

rit 7,176,46
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MURRAY KENTUCKY
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Mrs. Nell Anderson
Final rites for Mrs. Nell Anderson are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the Rev. Gerald
Owen are officiating. Music is by
the Sugar Creek Quartet.
Pallbearers are Gerald Walker,
Joe Walker, Ronnie Walker, Billy
Walker, Alfred Houston and
Hayden Morris.
Burial will follow in Temple Hill

HILLIARD LYONS

South of the
Border Burger

Cemetery.
Mrs. Anderson, 60, of 601 Broad
St., Murray, died Sunday at 10
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Rufus H.
(Rip) Anderson, died Jan. 30, 1985.
She is survived by her mother,
Mrs. Lela Walker, and one sister,
Miss Denola Walker, Murray; one
brother, J.C. Walker and wife,
Thelma, Rt. 3, Murray; one niece;
three nephews.

(hamburger,
hot cheese,
taco sauce)
Only

Catch the 50's
lever

$1 59

TAKE ME
BACK CAFE

5 miles east on 94
behind Duncan's Mkt.
Coll in orders 753-6425
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Wilburn H.
Hurt
•
The funeral for Wilburn H. day Tuesday ) at the funeral •
BW ) Hurt will be Wednesday at home.
•
The family requests that expres- •
2:30 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. sions of sympathy be in the form of
Heyward Roberts will officiate. donations to the Memorial Fund at •
•
Tommy Hoke and Gina Morton Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Mr. Hurt, 78, of 1902 •
will sing a duet and Mr. Hoke will
Gatesborough Circle, Murray, •
direct congregational singing.
Active pallbearers will be John died Monday at 3:55 a.m. at
Cohoon, R.M. Vance, Mac McGin- Murray -Calloway County •
•
nis, Jimmy Vance, Charles Hospital.
He is survivei,i4ilk:wife,
Lawr
Mrs. •
Wilson, Billy Joe Jones and Bobby
Overstocked and have to make
We're
Ce Hurt; one •
Geneva
Jones.
daughter,
Mrs.
Sunday
Harold
Hurt's
(Patsy)
‘Th Members of Mr.
School Class at Scotts Grove Bap- McReynolds, Murray; two sons, •
shipment of Recliners
large
a
room
for
tist Church will serve as an Larry Hurt and wife, Joyce, Mur- •
ray, and Dr. Billy Grey Hurt and •
honorary group.
Entombment will follow in wife, Scher. Frankfort; eight •
now arriving for Father's Day.
mausoleum at Murray City grandchildren; seven great•
grandchildren
;
two
nieces;
two
Cemetery.
•
Friends may call afte 5 p.m. to- nephews.
•
Mrs. Vada Smith
•
Mrs Vada Smith, 86, of Rt. 7, Pellin, St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. •
Mayfield, died today at 1:08 a.m. Jerry (Ruthi Bazzell, Mayfield; •
at Murray-Calloway County one son, Ray Smith, St. Louis; two
sisters, Mrs. Metta Campbell and •
Hospital.
Her husband, Thomas Smith, Mrs. Gusta Lewis, St. Louis; 12 •
died in 1943. She was a member of grandchildren; 18 great- •
First Assembly of God at grandchildren; four great-great- •
grandchildren.
Mayfield.
•
Born Dec. 31, 1900, in Missouri,
she was the daughter of the late
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home •
Charlie Yount and Alice Slandard
was in charge of local ar- •
Yount,
rangements. The body has been •
Mrs Smith is survived by two transferred to Kutz Funeral
•
daughters, Mrs. Robert (Sylvia ) Home, Affton, Mo.
•
Mrs. Georgia Miller
•
Final rites for Mrs. Georgia Jean Estes, Tammy McLeod and •
Miller are today at 2 p.m. in the
Mary Thompson, Benton, Betty •
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Chastain, Sideston, Mo., and •
Benton. Kenneth Hoover is Wilma Taylor, Hardin; seven •
officiating.
brothers, Buddy McLeod, Calvert
Burial will follow in Briensburg City, and Bob, John, Russell, •
Cemetery.
Claud, Phillip and Terry McLeod, •
Mrs. Miller, 28, Rt. 7, Benton, all of Benton.
•
died Sunday at 1:34 p.m. at
•
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. She
market
Hog
•
was a member of Benton Church
•
of Christ.
Large Selection
Survivors are her husband,
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Herbert Miller, two daughters,
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Kale Miller and Tonia Miller, and
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•Wallaways •Swivel Rockers
two sons, Kevin Miller and Carl
Price and We'll Give You a Second
Ray Miller, Rt. 7, Benton; her
•
•Rocker Recliners
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
•
Rocker
Recliner
Swivel
or
McLeod. and grandparents, Mr.
•
and Mrs. Claud McLeod, Benton.
Choose from:
of Equal Value
•
Also surviving are seven sisters,
•
Bethel Henson, Linda McLeod,
•Strato Lounger •Flexsteel
•
•Best Rest •and others
ABSOLUTELY FREE
•
Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc. •
•
Sale ends June 13, 1987
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Naighbor
Chavy
Stars

641 South
/Autrey
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GM QUALSTY
fiERV1C1 PARTS
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1983 Chevy Van w,
Work van, P.S., P.S.,
auto, stereo radio,
MI,X X X Miss.

$5,500"
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"We Furnish Your Home in Style"

502-753-3037
Hwy.641 N.
Murray, KY

Hours: 9 a.m. — S p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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drilrirhe Square
Mayfield, KY
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"Keep young drink milk" is theme for June Dairy Month
June Dairy Month has been
celebrated since 1937 when it was
launched with the theme "Keep
Young — Drink Milk." Every
year. this month—long salute to
the dairy industry is observed in
homes and restaurants, in supermarkets and stores and wherever
dairy foods are sold.
It has become the accepted time
of the year to extend a special
"thanks" to the dairy families of
America who produce the milk we
drink and consume in dairy
products.
At a time when Americans are

more concerned than ever about
health and fitness, dairy foods are
especially important to consumers. They fit well with today's
busy lifestyles because they're
convenient, nutritious and a good
buy, when the cost of other food
items is considered.
Food editors help extend this
message and join in the celebration each year by spotlighting
dairy products in their weekly columns. Recipe suggestions for using milk and milk products fill
newspaper food pages. Community celebrations also abound during

FURCHES FARMS
We haul agricultural lime
•We haul it •We spread it
We also have white rock
Located 94 West. Call 759-4019
or 753-8151

June in the form of parades and the 17.5 million cows in 1960.
celebrity "milk-offs,'' traveling
Since 1957, American Dairy
exhibits and ice cream socials, Association has chosen June Dairy
farm tours and weekend brunches. Month to kick off the summer
As the most productive part of season for dairy products with a
agriculture, dairying deserves variety of special advertising and
this annual salute. The most re- promotion programs. Point-ofcent figures indicate, for example, purchase materials carrying the
that in 1985, 11.03 million cows pro- JDM theme are installed in more
duced 143.7 billion pounds of milk. than 25,000 supermarkets across
mat's 16.7 billion gallons of milk. the United States: Appetizing
Even more remarkable, the 11.03 photos of dairy recipes encourage
million cows in 1985 outproduced shoppers to participate in the
celebration.

We Salute Calloway County's
Dairy Farmers And Their Families
During June Dairy Month
Jim Mahler
It. 5, Murray
Keith Letterman
It. t, Murray
Michael Shelton
It. 7, Murray
Bemis Tidwell
It. 7, Murray
Robert McKinney
It. 1, Dexter
Bill Stubblefield
Rt. 5, Murray
Larry Mcklaey
It.!, Farmington
Jim Wilson
New Concord
[Awry Pritchard
Rt. 1, Murray

David Palmer
It.!, Mine
Baron Palmer
It.!, Almo
James Tucker
It, 1, Kirksey
James Pat Wilson
New Concord
FA Collins
at. 2, Murray
Homer Williams
It. 2, Murray
James Grooms
It.!, Hazel
Jimmy Joe Hale
It. 1, Kirksey
[Me Meek Voo
It. 1, Hazel

*List supplied by Calloway County Extension Office

So as we settle into the slow,
hazy days of summer,it seems only right that we join in the June
Dairy Month salute and toast the
dairy industry...with a refreshing
glass of milk, a generous scoop of
Ice cream or a serving of our own
special dairy treat.

On the cover...
Featured on the cover of this
year's special dairy section, which
salutes local dairy farmers and
their families, is Calloway County
dairy farmer Jim Stahler.
Stahler has been in business for
21 years. He starts milking his 175
cows at 4 a.m. every morning until
about 10:30 a.m. The second milking begins at 3:30 p.m.
The business is a family affair
as is the case with many dairy
farms. Working with Stahler are
his wife, Judy, father, James
Stahler Sr., and his two sons, Jimmy, 15, and Jason, 11.
Stahler said he gets approximately 16,100 pounds of milk per
cow a year. He makes all of his
own feed — a total mixed ration.
In these changing times when
the future of the farm family
seems to be in question, Stahler
remains positive about the dairy
Industry, saying that his sons are
looking forward to farming.
The Stahler farm is located a
few miles south of Murray on Kentucky 121. The business also
employs Dave Campbell, Dave
Roberts, Chad Green and Larry
Salmon

JUNE DAIRY MONTH-1987
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We Carry Almost Every Size Nal, Bolt,
Fastener, Gkie or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes
& Horse Shoo Nails.
We now carry stelnioss steel bolts S. nuts.

Largest Inventory In Our Areal

•

01

Murray Supply
CO

2,1 L Mal

•

'NW

•

fli

7S3-3361

16j

For years. farmers in this community
have relied on our experience, knowledge
and resources to help them meet their
special financial needs.

If you're an area farmer, drop by this
week and let us know how we can help you.
We saliite all our local dairy farmers.

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY
Main Office
5th & Main

753-3231

KY.
roic

North Branch
North 12th & Chestnut
753-3231

South Branch
South 12th & Story
753-3231
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Calloway County youth to participate in international dairy judging in Scotland
Madison, Wis. eliminations on
Oct. 1, 1986.
The group will be leaving for
Scotland on June 20 with coach Dr.
George Heersche, a UK dairy
specialist in reproduction, and
assistant coach Ted Howard,
McKinney, a freshman at the Calloway County extension agent.
Howard said the four-member
University of Kentucky, was one
of the four national winners at the Kentucky team won in the na-

Doug McKinney, 19, Dexter, son
of Robert and Sue McKinney, will
be part of a four-member 4H team
participating in a dairy judging
contest in Edinburgh, Scotland on
June 24.

tionals by 56 points, "which is
quite unusual." He said the four
ranked individually in the first,
third, eighth, and tenth spots.
Howard added that this is the
third time that Kentucky has won
the nationals.
While overseas, the group will
visit the countryside and some
farms in Scotland, and will travel

to Germany, France, Holland and Purchase Area Grain Committee,
Ryan Milk Company, Calloway
England also, Howard said.
County Farm Bureau, Calloway
The other three members of the
team are: Laura Howard, Bloom- County Homemakers, Calloway
field; David Crowshaw, Per- County 4-H Council, Mayfield
ryville; and Steve Smith, Sweet Feed Mill, Bill Green,
Nicholasvllle.
Hopkinsville Federal Savings
Local sponsors for the trip are: Bank (Murray branch), Parker
Dairy Friends, Associated Milk Ford, Ray Broach, Teddy Potts
Producers, Inc., Dairymen, Inc., and Sherwood Potts.

We Salute
Our Dairy Industry....
Your dairy products have provided us
with good, healthful foods. Your dairy
dollars have helped our community grow.
We salute you during June Dairy Month.
Agents
Ray T. Broach
Robert Cornelison
310 S. 4th
753-4703

of Dexter, third from left, is pictured after winning national dairy judging competition in
,
scIihmey
ei
Dougsb
Wis. Left of McKinney is assistant coach and Callaway County extension agent for agriculture Ted
the right of McKinsey is David Croshaw, Perryville; Um Howard, Bloomfield; Dr. George
To
Howard.
Beelithe, coach, University of Kentucky; and Steve Smith, Nicholasville.

4 MITE
WE i‘.L0
DAIRY INDUSTRY'

Thank you, dairy farm
families, for your dedication
and service to our community.

We at Ryan Milk salute the good people of Murray and
Calloway County who have been loyal and supportive
through the years. Almost every week some local resident
calls to tell us how proud he was to find Ryan Milk Products
in Miami, Rochester, San Antonio, Chicago, Kansas City or
a small town in-between. We appreciate this and we appreciate this community's support.

••••

You and your cows have provided us with
good, healthful products. Your dairy dollars
have helped our community grow.

We salute you during your month!
" •*•

•

We also recognize the significant contribution our
employees have made to our growth. Althou6h we no longer
sell products locally, we are proud that Murray is still our
home base.
Celebrating 22nd Anniversary of Aseptic Pocking
I•

WALMART
Hwy. 641 N.

Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-8
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Farming still a family affair Ryan Milk is "biggest cream user around"
In the 1980s, America has seen
business turn to overseas labor,
mergers and acquisitions, and
employee layoffs in an attempt to
become more efficient.
But the dairy industry remains
one of the country's most efficient
business operations because of the
hard work and dedication of
America's dairy farmers.
While the country's population
has increased rapidly during the
past 30 years, the number of dairy
farms in the U.S. has declined
from 2 million in the 1940s to a little more than 200,000 today.
To meet the challenge of supply-

ing milk to America, dairy
farmers have made effective use
of breeding and feeding techniques, adapted computer
technology, and in general,
dedicated themselves to running a
more efficient business operation.
Yet, through all of these changes,
dairying has remained a family
affair, a career which in many instances, has been passed down
from generation to generation.
During June Dairy Month, we
salute America's dairy farmers
and their families for their hard
work and dedication to providing
us with nutritious and delicious
milk and milk products.

PREFERRED
STOCK.
Thank you dairy fanners for helping us better our lives.
community and economy.
Were here to help you meet your financial needs For farm
improvements. business opportunities and emergencies. We
recognize your efforts during June Dairy Month_ The milk and
milk products you provide us
make it a pleasure to go to the
supermarket

Ryan Milk Company, which was
recently purchased by Dean Foods
of Chicago, is a local plant that
produces milk by-products.
Jim Garrison, president, said
that the firm used to go out and
talk to farmers to recruit them into the dairy industry. Now, Garrison said, most farmers join a
cooperative that does the
recruiting and developing.
The plant also no longer purchases milk directly from the
farmers, Garrison said. He explained that the co-op develops the
milk supply and when the plant
needs a supply of milk, they contact the co-op who provides the
milk. The farmers deal with the
co-op and then the plant deals with
the co-op.
In addition to puchasing milk,
Ryan Milk is "probably the biggest cream user around," Gar-

rison said.
The plant purchases "thousands
and thousands" of gallons a week
from several different places Garrison said.
The plant uses the cream for
producing products such as sterile
or long-life whipping cream, Half
and Half, coffee cream and sour
cream.
Garrison explained that cream
is a by-product of the standardization process used by milk producers which removes some of the
fat in the cows milk.
Ryan Milk employs more than
100 local residents.
It began in 1928 as Dairy Corp. of
America and was called Murray
Milk Products. It later became a
co-op and was sold to Ryan Group
in about 1940. Dean Foods then
purchased the firm in 1986.
Ryan Milk delivers its products

to 31 states and pioneered the processing of sterile or long-life products at its Murray plant. The
firm moved to the forefront of
technological innovation four
years ago when it installed equipment for ultra-high temperature
processing.
The products made at the local
plant are packaged in well-known
labels such as Sealtest and
Bordens.
The recent sale to Dean Foods
will make technical and research
facilities, quality control back up
and financial support for capital
outlay to sustain the present rate
of growth available to Ryan Milk.
On Jan. 1, Garrison assumed a
less active role in management
after 30 years with the company
while Gary Flickinger became
general manager of Ryan Milk.

"Milk's A Hit" for celebration in southeast
"Milk's A Hit" is the theme for
the 1987 celebration of June Dairy
Month in the Southeast.
As part of this month-long
celebration, the dairy industry
vrW open its doors to the public to
educate them about the industry
and make dairy farmers better
known to those they serve.
June Dairy Month is the time set
aside by federal, state, and local
governments, and community
leaders to recognize and pay
tribute to the many contributions

of the more than 200,000 dairy
farm families in the United States.
As part of this salute, hundreds
of local, state, and regional events
are planned throughout the
Southeast to honor the members of
the dairy Industry for providing
consumers with an abundant supply of delicious and nutritious milk
and milk products.
Milk's also a hit with baseball
fans and players alike. As part of
the June Dairy Month celebration
and salute to diary farmers, the

Quality Petroleum Products

Atlanta Braves and minor league
baseball teams throughout the
Southeast are hosting "Milk's A
Hit" promotional gifts at their
ballparks.
Recognized as the single largest
food promotion in the country,
June Dairy Month provides an opportunity for nutritionists, food
editors, and others concerned
about the American diet to remind
consumers of the good taste and
nutritional value of milk and milk
products.

Jorgensen named
honorary chairman
for dairy month

belcher oil co. Inc.
403 S. L.P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-0212

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

J.D. Equipment Center

Mike Jorgensen, new manager
of the Louisville Redbirds baseball
team, has been named Kentucky's
Honorary June Dairy Month
Chairman for 1087.
Roger Thomas of Smiths Grove,
Ky., president of American Dairy
Association of Kentucky, in making the announcement of
Jorgensen's selection said, "Mike
Jorgensen is a fine example for
Kentucky's young people and his
selection as June Dairy Month
Chairman is appropriate considering our 'Milk's A Hit' for June
Dairy Month, 1987."
Jorgensen will be recognized officially during "Milk's A Hit"
night with the Louisville Redbirds
on May 30 at Cardinal Stadium in

To add pep to salads while cut.
Icing calories, season an eight
ounce container of plain yogurt
with a dry salad mix. Spoon lightly
over salad greens
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Studies say calcium supplements may not be absorbed by body
proof

DUT
AP-

Through television ads, talk
shows, and research studies,
women have gotten the message to
increase their calcium intake to
combat osteoporosis, the brittle
bone disease. But rather than eat
high calcium foods such as milk,
milk products, and leafy, green
vegetables, many women have
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Milk among safest
foods consumed:
FDA authorities
The dairy industry and
America's dairy farm families go
to great lengths to ensure that the
milk you buy in the store is a high
quality, delicious, and nutritious
product.
According to the FDA Consumer,
a publication of the Food and Drug
Administration, milk is one of the
safest foods consumed by
Americans.
Milk sold for consumption must
meet the strict standards of the
Grade A Pasteurised Milk Or.
(PMO). The PM0 prohibits the sale of misbranded
"Grade A" milk and milk products.
This reassures the consumer that
the "Grade A" milk he or she purchases in the store is fresh and of
the highest quality produced.
Milk is inspected and tested on
the farm, at the dairy processing
plant, and again before it goes on
the grocery store shelf. This
dedication to quality is because the
dairy industry and dairy farm
families in the Southeast take personal pride in the milk and milk
products which they produce and
process.
During June Dairy Month, we
salute everyone involved in the
dairy industry for their commitment to making sure that milk's
delicious taste and nutritional
value are preserved from the cow
to the consumer.

turned to pills to increase their
dietary calcium.
A recent University of Maryland
study of 35 calcium carbonate
tablets showed that one out of every
three calcium supplements passes
through the stomach before It can
be absorbed by the body. The Food
and Drug Administration standard

for disintegration of pills into the
body is less than 90 minutes. Fewer
than 50 percent of the pills in the
Maryland study were able to meet
this standard.
The body absorbs the nutrients
as the pill disintegrates. A quick
breakdown of the supplement is
essential, particularly for the elder.

ly, because they are less able to
digest pills than the average user.
The result is that consumers are
paying billions of dollars for
calcium pills which may not be
helping at all.

Doctors and dietitians agree that
it is best to increase your calcium
intake naturally through foods. So
If you are concerned about combatting osteoporosis, get more
calcium, naturally.

Kentucky Dairy Industry Update
FEB. 1986

FEB. 1987

NUMBER OF DAIRY FARMERS
IN KENTUCKY
5,134
4,633
NUMBER OF COWS
IN KENTUCKY
232,000
225,000
PRODUCTION (Pounds)
175,000,000 181,000,000
PRODUCTION PER COW
(Pounds)
755
806
Source: United States Department of Agriculture and State Agencies
(Over for Southeast and United States Statistics)

We thank you for helping to better our community life, business &
economy.
We hope you'll let us
help you better your
future through our full.
banking service.

Dee's Bank of Hazel
Hazel, Ky.

Southeast Dairy Industry Update*
FEB. 1986

FEB. 1987

NUMBER OF COWS
IN SOUTHEAST
1,100,000
1,058,000
MILK PRODUCTION
IN SOUTHEAST (Pounds)
985,000,000 1,005,680,000
AVERAGE PRODUCTION
PER COW (Pounds)
913
950
*Southeast states included in survey: Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. South Carolina
is not included because comparable informalion is not available.

Westside Veterinary Service

elorforitio-",
Your Pet & Livestock Veterinarian
Calls Received 24 Hr. A Day
Dr. Robert M. Salley Dr. Noel Thomas
Johnny Robertson Rd.
753-6749

United States Dairy Industry Update
FEB. 1986

FEB. 1987

NUMBER OF COWS
IN UNITED STATES
11,134,000
10,839,000
MILK PRODUCTION
IN UNITED STATES (Pounds)
11.297,000,000 12,060,000.000
AVERAGE PRODUCTION
PER COW (Pounds)
1,015
1,110
Source: United States Department of Agriculture and State Agencies.

Southern States

MD.

We Salute
the
Dairy Industry!
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Protect Your Farming Investment
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Let Us Write Your
Crop/Hail Damage Insurance
For more information call & ask for
Dan Shipley or Tom Scruggs
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Murray Insurance A • ency
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753-4751
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June is Dairy Month

See the complete
line of animal
health care products
at
your total farm store...

Southern States

Industrial Road

Murray
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Maintain dairy food freshness through proper handling
Summertime can pose problems
when trying to keep your milk and
milk products fresh and delicious.
The intense summer heat can
cause dairy foods to "lose their
cool
Remember that milk and milk

products are perishable foods
Keep milk, yogurt, cream, ice
cream, cottage cheese, sour
cream,and other dairy foods in the
refrigerator until serving time
Most dairy foods will stay fresh
at between 34 and 40 degrees, with

the exception of ice cream, which
must be kept at 0 degrees F.
These tips will help you keep
your favorite milk and milk products fresh all summer long.
Milk will maintain its freshness
seven days or more past the code

Farmers Have
Enough Problems.
As a farmer, you have enough problems
without having to worry about insurance.
Let us help Give us a call. We'll sit down
with you and work out a sound insurance program that is designed specifically for your insurance needs

PTM
Dan McNutt

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt Insurance
753-4451

407 Maple

Southsido Court Sq.

date if you remember these
guidelines.
*Store milk at 39 degrees F. or
lower. Milk should be refrigerated
as soon as possible following its
purchase.
'Keep milk containers closed to
prevent absorption of other food
flavors in the refrigerator.
'Do not leave milk out on the
counter. Exposing milk to
temperatures above 44 degrees F.
for and extended length of time,
will reduce shelf life.
'Never return unused milk that
has been poured into a glass back
into its original container.
lee Cream should always be kept
at 0 degrees F. or below.
'Keep ice cream in a tightly closed carton to prevent shrinking, drying, and the formation of ice
crystals.
'Place a piece of plastic wrap onto the ice cream surface once it has
been opened to maintain the texture of the product.
'If you are not a frequent ice

cream eater, wrap the carton in foil
or plastic wrap to prevent
hardening.
'With proper care, ice cream can
be stored for up to two months.
Cream will stay fresh for about
a week if you follow these simple
guidelines.
'Keep cream at 40 degrees F. or
lower. When shopping make cream
one of your last selections before
heading to the checkout line.
'Be sure to close the carton after
each use. Cream easily absorbs
other flavors in the refrigerator.
*When whipping cream, be sure
your bowl and beaters are clean,
dry, and well chilled. This will produced a full-bodied whipped cream.
*Sour cream may be kept up to
four weeks if its temperature does
not rise above 40 degrees F.
These tips will help you maintain
the fresh taste of your milk and
milk products, and help you avoid
any problems which occur when
dairy foods are improperly
handled.

Ice Cream Month
honored in July
America will honor its love affair
with ice cream in July with the nationwide celebration of National Ice
Cream Month. National Ice Cream
Day will be celebrated on July 15.
With average per capita consumption totalling 15 quarts,
Americans scooped up more than
one billion gallons of ice cream last
year — more than any other nation
In the world.
Today, U.S. manufacturers produce almost 900 million gallons of
Ice cream per year, with a retail
value of $8 billion. The ice cream
Industry employs approximately
18,000 people in the U.S., with an
annual payroll of $313.5 million.
Research conducted by the
Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream Company indicates that 25 percent of
the consumers in this country eat
Ice cream about three times per
week. It is surprising to note that
people age 56 and over are the
largest consumers of ice cream,
followed by children 642, and then
teenagers.
Ice cream is as nutritious as it is
delicious, providing calcium as
well as other essential minerals
and vitamins. With its variety of
flavors and toppings, ice cream is
a versatile food to be enjoyed any
time
• • •
This June Dairy Month put a little
pizzazz in your favorite potato
salad recipe with a flavor lift from
nutritious, natural cheese For a
sweet, nutty flavor, toss chunks of
Swiss cheese into a salad. For a
sharp, tangy flavor, crumble in
some Blue

•
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Processing developments over
the past few years have made
possible such a wide variety of milk
types that some people find it hard
to know the difference. Listed
below is a lineup of the kinds of
milk currently available in the
dairy case. Whatever your taste or
dietary needs, there's certain to be
a milk to fill the order.
WHOLE MILK must contain at
least 3.25 percent milkfat and 8.25
percent solids not fat. The solids not
fat include protien, carbohydrate,
minerals and water-soluble
vitamins. In addition, almost all
whole milk marketed is fortified
with D.
LOWFAT MILK has had sufficient milkfat removed to bring the
levels to between 0.5 and two percent. It also must contain at least
8.25 percent solids not fat. Vitamin
A Is added to offset its loss caused
by removal of some of the milkfat.
It must contain 2000 International
Units (IU ) of A per quart. Lowfat
milk is labeled with the percent
milkfat, e.g., 2% lowfat milk. Addition of vitamin D is optional.
Milk-derived may also be added to

lowfat milk. If nonfat milk solids
are added to reach 10 percent solids
non fat level, the product must be
labeled "protien fortified" or "fortified with protien.
SKIM MILK, also called nonfat
milk, has had sufficient milkfat
removed to bring the level to less
than 0.5 percent. It must contain at
least 8.25 percent solids not fat and
must be fortified with vitamin A. If
nonfat solids are added to reach the
10 percent level, it must be labeled
"protien fortified" or "fortified
with protien." Addition of vitamin
D is optional.
CHOCOLATE MILK is made by
adding chocolate or cocoa and
sweetner to milk - whole, lowfat or
skim. Both the lowfat and skim
must be fortified with 2000 IU of
vitamin A per quart. Addition of
vitamin D is optional.
EGGNOG is a mixture of milk,
eggs,sugar and cream. It may also
contain added flavorings such as
rum extract, nutmeg or vanilla. It's
a seasonal product most readily
available during the Christmas
holidays.
NONFAT DRY MILK fortified

conLrts,
than
[last

with vitamins A and D is obtained
by removal of water from
pasteurized skim milk. It takes 100
pounds of milk to make about eight
pounds of nonfat dry milk, which
contains not more than five percent
by weight of moisture and not more
than 1.5 percent by weight of milkfat, unless otherwise indicated. It
Is fortified with vitamins A and D
and has all the protiens, minerals
and water soluble vitamins of the
nonfat portion of milk.
EVAPORATED MILK is a canned whole milk concentrate containing not less than 7.5 percent milkfat
and 25.0 percent milk solids. It is
prepared by evaporating about 60
percent of the water from fresh
whole milk. This concentrate is
then homogenized, fortified with
vitamin D (400 IU per reconstituted
quart), sealed in cans and sterilized by heat. Addition of vitamin A
is optional.
SWEETENED CONDENSED
MILK is a canned whole milk concentrate containing not less than
213.0 percent milk solids and 8.0 percent milkfat. It is pasteurized and
may be homogenized. The quantity of the nutritive sweetner used is
sufficient to prevent spoilage.
BUTTERMILK is made by adding a special bacterial culture to
pasteurized milk to produce the
desirable acidity, body, flavor and
aroma characteristic of this product. Salt is usually added. Yellow
flecks in some buttermilk are bits

of real butter added for extra
flavor.
SWEET ACIDOPHILUS MILK is
made by adding a bacteria culture
known as LACTOBACILLUS
ACIDOPHILUS to fresh pasteurized milk, generally lowfat or skim.
These bacteria are thought to
maintain the balance of beneficial
microorganisms in the intestinal
tract. Acidophflus cultured milk
may be prescribed to people who
are taking antibiotics.
LACTOSE-TREATED MILK is
pasteurized milk to which the enzyme lactase has been added. The

enzyme helps to break down lactose, the natural sugar found in
milk, into two digested sugars. In
other words, the lactose in milk is
pre-digested prior to drinking, so
even those who are lactoseintolerent can receive the benefits
of the milk's nutrients.
HIGH-CALCIUM MILK is made
by adding calcium to milk, generally lowfat, to help individuals meet
their daily calcium requirements.
The added calcium is derived from
milk or from chemical compounds
such as calcium carbonate or tricalcium phosphate.

For more Information come by or call...

Recipe booklet mailable
Frozen Yougurts & Fruit
Sherbets is full of recipes for
delicious dairy treats. They can be
prepared with a minimum of fuss
In any one of the many ice cream
machines available for home use.
The caloric count is given for
each recipe and you'll find that
most are lower in calories than
their counterparts.
To order a free copy, please
send a stamped business size, selfaddressed envelope to:
Frozen Yogurts & Fruit
Sherbets, Southeast Dairy
Association, P.O. Box 87247,
Atlanta, GA 30337.
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America Salutes You Dairymen
Properly fertilized pastures and crop land work harder to produce more mlic
from your dairy herd. and provide extra feed next winter Saves you buying
hay!
Our power-pecker fertilizer can enrich your soil with needed nutrients.. make
pastures pay off in a big way. Ask about low cost Fertilizer Spreader Service, too.
Palmenvilla. Tn
901-822-5345
Fancy Farm ay
502 623-6391

Murray. KY
502 753 1933

Sodaila Ky
502 328 8164
Hazel, Ky
4
1111
11
502 498 8142 PW104) Co•clis

Hutson's Ag Service, Inc.
Call Ky. Toll Free 1-800-592-3969
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New processing developments allow for large variety of milk types
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Matured above is one of Jim Stabler's replacement calf's. The Stabler
dairy farm is located on south of Murray on Kentucky 121 in Calloway
County.

For All Your Farm Insurance1
Needs, Stop In Or Call

Ross
Insurance
[
NO Main

753-0489

SAVE $100
'

FEATURES INCLUDE:
Key start • 8 HP Briggs &
Stratton engine • Spacesaving storage bars with pivoting battery • Tight 24" turning
radius *Turf tires • Extended
foot mats • 30" Mower deck
with one-hand height
adjustment

STOKES TRACTOR 8a
IMPLEMENT CO., INC.

Model 108-3

Industrial Rd., Murray
753-1319
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Dairy Swam

TOICSDAY, JVIIZS, 1917
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MCKEEL EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
Is Proud To Have Served The West
Kentucky Dairy Farmers For Over
Fifty Years!

Harvest small grain
in a big way.

Case International 85 Series Tractors

Choose from
14 different
ways to get
your work
done
right
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Wrap-up your harvest faster with Case
International Axial-Flow Combines
Most farmers measure combine capacity by how fast they can harvest
with a bare minimum of losses and crackage These are the same reasons
why so many growers are turning to Case International Axial-Flows

You can fit your needs exactly
with an 85 Series tractor
because you choose from four
horsepower ranges, in row crop,
utility,
low-profile
and
mechanical front drive models.
That's why 85 Series tractors fit
so well into any type or size of
operation. Dairy, beef, row
crops, small grain, orchards and
vineyards—small acreages or
big spreads. These tractors pro

High grain volumes at top speeds. The rotor mounted longitudinally
keeps grain moving evenly and rapidly You'll operate at higher speeds
to finish up earlier
High grain quality. The crop-saving threshing and separating system is
orH.. more effective and efficient, but more gentle to reduce grain
lii•-T -,;4,4.• to new lows

•

High capacities In all four Axial-Flow models:
• 1420-124 hp, 125 bu. grain tank

A fresh team for
today's farmer

• 1440-135 hp, 145 bu. grain tank
• 1460-170 hp. 180 bu. grain tank
• 1480-210 hp, 208 bu. grain tank

Stop in. Get complete details.

'
I

Iii

Close Shave
85 Series tractors -they're
held and feedlot-ready

ou gel last, close cutting with a CASE/IH disc mower The two
knives on each disc spin at 3,000 rpm That's power to
cut through even your toughest crops There's virtually no plugging in
down and tangled crops, dense undergrowth or fire ant hills So you get
fluffy, fast-drying swaths. You can choose from three different models
Stop in and take a look at the one that's right for your cutting chores.
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duce in a big way in so many
ways on so many farms.
With their high-torque power
and efficient transmissions,
they'll never get' lost" in a big
field. And their compact size
allows them to work in tight
quarters that are off limits to
larger units. Get one and you'll
use it more days per year than
any other tractor you own.

